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I  have  been  able  to  use  the  coverage  to  full  advantage  with  my
swilmers,   both  young  and  old.     Every  ¢a+;I  I  discussed  the  preceedin{
days  events  with  my   groups  who  .were  '.1ishiy  ariimated  and   =iotivated
by  what  they  saw.     I  also  gave  tl.eril  tips  on  what  to  look  for  in  the
forthcoming  finals.
I  coincided  t.he  Olympic  events  irith  a  week  of  intensive  stroke '
work  and  was  delighted  at  some  of  the  astute  comments  of  swilrmers,
relating  what  they  were  doing  to  the  underwater  shots  they  were
seej:ng.     Many  of   the  Olympians  were  sent  Herogralns  I)y  my  age-
groupers .
This  build  up  culminated  in  the  final  day's  events  and  as.before,
our  squad  discussed  some  of  the  key  points  to  look  for.     The
fastest  qualifiers  in  each  event  were  all  magnificant  stylists,
but  the  excitement  centred  around  the  men's  1500  F/s  and  whether
the  two  Australians  could  bring  home  the  dout)1e.     I  had   seen  both
swim  the  heats  and  f elt  that  of  all  the  swilrmers  I  had  seen  in
the  last  week,   Perking  and'Housman  were  the  most  balanced  and
symmetrical.     Above.the,`water  both  had  a  relaxed  arm  rec.overy  due
to  their  high  elbows  and.  under  water  both  employed  a  high  elbow
arm  pull.

Other  Olympians  I  saw  noticeably  dropped  their  elbow  on  their
weaker,   non-tireathing  arm.     Not  so  our  Aussie-duo.     Perfectly
even  all  the  way.

Of  particular  note  was  the  dif f erence  in  the  tiirns  of  Perkins
and  Housllian.     Housman  has  always  been  weak  on  his   turns   and
sadly  they  had  not  improved.    This  was  evident  again  in  the  finals
In  the  early  stages  of  the  fac.e  Housman  consistently  drew  half
a  body  length  ah6ad  of  Hof fman  and  every  turn  Hof fman  came  off
the .wall  level  with  Housman.     Out  of  interest  I  calc.ulated  that
if  Housman  lost   .3  or   .4  every  turn,   over  29  turns,   he  was
losing  nearly  10  seconds,

My  swimmers  drew  their  own  conclusions  -  that  Housman  was  ''out-
turned"  rather  than  "out-swum",   that  the  race  could  have  been
closer  between  lst  and  2nd  if  more  attention  had  been  paid  to
detail.     It  proved  a  point.
To  learn  how  to  swim  freestyle  in  a  relaxed  manner  and  with
economy  of  energy  turn  to  Page  9.     ''The  Secret  to  Freestyle
Speed"  picks  up  where  Bob  Pritchard  left  off  last  issue.
To  f ollow  up  on  the  more  technical  aspects  and  turn  theory  into
practise,   turn  to  Page  14.     "Making  the  least  of  it."  I)y  Tom
Lyndon  describes  some  interesting  drills  used  by  coach  Bill
Boomer  that  will  have  you  swiming  like  a  champ.

In  this  issue  we  have  articles  relating  to  the  benefits  of
swillrming  to  certain  health  related  issues.     "Pregnancy  and
Swilrming"   (Page  6),   "Swirming  and  Cholesterol"   (Page  8)   and
"Exercise  and  Nerve  Regeneration"   (Page  19)   should  interest  most
readers.    Page  20  has  an  article  on  "legal  Expectations"  t.hat
all  coaches  should  read  in  this  age  of  litigation.     Page  22  has
a  review  on  the  4th  World  Masters  Swimming  Championships  held  in
Indianapolis  in  July.
The  National  Vide'o  library  is  being  well  utilised  by  clubs  and
individuals  and  all  monies  go  back  into  purchasing  new  videos.
Page  29  reviews  three  new  videos  now  availal)le  for  hire.
Finally,   I  would  like  to  thank  the  lnany  contributions  to  this
issue,   from  those  who  have  written  letters  to  the  Club  Profile
on  Page  5,   and  Ivan  Wingate's  art.icle  clearing  up  the  many
misconceptions  about  AUSSI.

I  am  off  for  three  weeks  holiday  skiing  in  New  Zealand.     There
is  plenty  t.o  readiwhile  I  am  away.

r.1iaar-c]                  Aiii +a
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AUSSI      MASTERS      SWIMMIN
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NATIONAL   EXECUTIVE   I)IRECTOR
Aussl   MASTERs   swlrm'IrTG   I+.Tc.

\<There   is   considerable   misconception   in   some   sporting   circles
about   the    purpose    of   AUSSI   Masters    Swimming,    its    activities
and   why    it    is    structured    the    way    it    is.        For    a    better
understanding,   we  must  review  some  of  the  history.

Adult   swimming   clubs   have   ibeen   operating   in   Australia    since  -
the   early   1920's   and   some   of   them   are   still   going   strongly.
Their   objectives   and  membership   criteria   differ   from   those   of"mainstream"   swimming   so   there   has   been   no   reason   for   them   to
affiliate    with    the    ASU    or    ASI.        However,    they    are    still
swimming   clubs   and  have   provided   a  worthwhile   contribution   to
the  Australian  Community.

Many  of  those   who  founded  Masters  Swimming  in  Australia   in   the
early    1970's    were    active    in    the    A.I.F.    and    Winter    Swimming
Associations,   I,eagues   Swim   Clubs   and   other   adult   Clubs   at   the
time   so   would   have   been   ineligible   to   join   the  ASU   as   the  ASU
rules   prohibited   swimming   in   non-ASU   events.       Furtrier   there
was   no   provision   for   adult   age   group   swimming  within   the   ASU.
The   amateur   rules   at   the   time   were   such,   that   paid   coaches,
pool    managers    and    attendants,     swim    teachers    eta.    were    all
considered   to   be   "professional"   therefc)re   ineligible   to   join.
Even    footballers    receiving   match    payments    had    to    terminate
their   swimming   careers.       Many   of   the   early   masters    swimmers
were   in  the  above  categories.

A.U.S.S.I.    was   constituted   as   the   Australian   Union   of   Senior
Swimmers    International    in    1975    and    in    1977    was    officially
recognised  and   validated  by   the  A.S.U.    (Amateur  Swimming   Union
of    Australia).         In    1985    when    the    A.S.U.    adopted    the    new
constitution   to   become   A.S.I.     (Australian   Swimming   Inc.)    and
had   provision    for   masters,    AUSSI   Masters    Swilrming   became    an
affiliate.

The   misconceptions   mentioned   above,    are   that-AUSSI    has    been
referred     to     as     a     break-away     group     and     that      we     are"professionals".        On  the   latter  point,   it   is   somewhat   ironic
today  as  ASI   now  offers   cash  prizes   for  winning  races   whereas
AUSSI   does   not.

AUSSI   is   not   a   break-away   group,    but   does   want   to   manage   its
own    affairs    and    remain    autonomous.        Throughout    tne    world,
masters     swimming     is     administered     entirely     by     practising
masters   swimmers,   and   we   believe   that   it   is   imperative   that
this    continues.        There   are  ta   number   of    examples   of    senior
administrators    from    non-masters    background    in    positions    of
power     wanting     to     direct   .our     activities     away     from     the
objectives  of  Masters.
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other    95% of   our   membership   cannot.       At   the   best,    most   swim
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We   ,believe    that    we    are     in    touch    with    our    membership    and
provide   programs   for  their   needs.      Swimming   in  races   is   only
one  of  a   number  of  programs  we   offer,   and  for  most,   it  is   only
a    measuring    device    within    their    overall    fitness    program.
Also,   they   see   it   as  a   lot   of  fun.      There   is  however,   a   large
percentage  of  the  membership  who   regard  the  race   as  their   sole
objective   -   just   like   "mainstream"   swimming,   so   we   cater   for
top  level  competition   too.   ,  As   a  U.S.   Masters  swimmer   recently
put  it:
"It's  people  having  fun,  being  fit  and  seeing  how  they  do. . ."

Another   misconception   is   understanding   why   AUSSI   conducts   its
own  coaching  accreditation  courses  and  officials  training.

Whilst   the   elite   adult   swimmer   performs   similarly  to   an   elite
young   swimmer   and   can   be   trained    in   much   the    same   way,    the
_I-L__       A Eo        _  I        _  __

Only  thre
Coaching
therefore ___ -_ _```-,      _`.      --       J.`,`^+old   is   different   from   a   10   y-ear   old.      Our  Iievel   "   (Masters)
supplementary   course   i.e.   for   ASI   accred,ited   coaches   to   coach
Masters,     has     a     ten    hour     theory    component     to     cover     the
differences  in  coaching  adults  compared  with  children.

e   times   a  week  and   there  are  many  who   swim  only   once.
techniques    designed    for    ten    sessions    a    week    are
unsuitable.     .Taking   it    to   the   extreme,    an    80   year

For   tbe  majority  of   our   Swim  Meets,   we   use   our   own   Officials.
In    the    main,     they    are    not    formally    trained,     so    we    have
developed    our    o\Irn    officials    accreditation    scheme.         Again,
there    are    differences    from    the    procedure    adopted    by   ASI.
Because  we   run   far   fewer  meets,   our  people   cannot   achieve   the
practical  hours  required  bylASI.      Further,   our  conduct  of  meet
procedures   are   dif ferent   and   we   have   modif led   swimming   rules
(instigated  by  us   and  now  adopted  by  FINA).        We   feel   that   it
is     responsible     for     us      to     develop     our.  own     officials,
particularly  with  the  demands  placed  on  the  ASI  people.

Our   recent   survey   showed   that    43%   of   our   membership   had   not
swur`   competitively  as   a   child.      We   therefore  have   a  number  of"non-racing"  activities   such  as   the   "Aerobic  Trophy",   "Awards"
scheme   and   "Super   Sets"   which   are   not   conducted   by   ASI.       We
are    presently    consideringl   introducing     Life     Saving    as     an
activity.

We   trust   that  the  above  gives  a  better  insight  to  the  culture
of  AUSSI  Masters   Swimming

•^f!e   you  iiiE  6.t`TLg+^^ti    y`t®  i<

tfl9ic,d6   FOc  ^  B`mERFIIER?.



THE   GUIDE   TO   COING   HAIRLESS

PURPOSE :
Gain  increased  total  body  "hyperkinesthetic"  tactility  in  water.    We
reneve  several  epidermal  layers  as  well  as  all  body  hair  ctn  most  areas
of  the  body  exposed  to  water.    Not  only  is  body  drag  decreased  by  hair
reneval,  but  also  dendrital  sensitivity  is  greatly  enhanced.    The
argument  of  whether  shaving  is  ''Irore  physical  or  psychological''   is
ludicrous.     Shaving  enables  a  swimmer  to  swim  faster,   physically.

TOYS i
Electric  Barber-type  Shears

::=28u§i::le  Edge  Razors                                       ,(
Towels                                                                                                 I
Can  of  Regular  Shaving  Creme  (for  head,   arr[pit  &  back  only)

I

MREOD :
1.    Shave  all  body  areas  where  hair  is  thick  and/or  long  with  the
electric:  barber  shears.
2.    Fill  bathtub  as  full  as  possible  with  warm/hot  water.
3.     Wear  T-shirt  or  towel  over  shctulders.     (Remefroer  that  through  water,
one  looses  body  heat  25  tines  quicker  through  air  of  the  same
temperature . )
4.     mmerse  lower  body  in  tub  and  begin  shaving  hair  off  legs  with  fresh
razor.     Put  pressure  on  razor  and  go  against  the  grain  of  hair  growth.
(4  Razors)   (Don't  forget  the  top  of  your  feet! )
5.     Remember  while  you  are  in  the  tub  shaving,   that  you  are  becoming
dehydrated.     Drink  at  least  20  oz  of  CcOL  WATER  during  the  2-4  hours  it
takes  you  to  complete  your  shave.     Work  slowly  and  methodically.     If  you
get  tired  or  sore,   take  a  break.                      I
6.    After  legs,   lay  back  in  tub  and  shave  :tomach  and.chest  area.s.     (4
Razors )
7.    Put  on  a  T-shirt.     Siibmerge  hands  and  arms,   shaving  all  of  the  hair
off  back  of  hands  and  arms  as  high  as  you  can  reach.     (4  Razors)
8.     Dry  off  and  put  on  sweatsuit  bottorris  and  socks.
9.     Lather  armpit  area  and  shave  carefully!    Use  mirrc>r.   (2  Razors)
10.   Fill  ice  bucket  with  warm  water  and  have  roorlnate  dry  shave  c]r  apply
shaving  crone  to  your  back  cnd  shoulders,  shaving  small  sections  at  a
time.   (4  Razors)

cO  NOTS:
I.    Do  not  use  "Nair"  or  other  hair  removal  products.
2.     Do  not  use  mentholated  shaving  crerre.
3.     Do  not  use  double  edged  razors.
4.     Do  not  continue  shaving  with  a  dull  raz±c>r,   keep  it  sharp.
5.     Do  not  allow  hair  to  become  wedged  in  the  razor,   tap  the  razor  head
firmly  after  a  couple  of  strokes.
6.    Do  not  get  chilled  or  cold.
7.     Do  not  worry  about  cutting  yourself;   it  is  going  tct  happen!
8.    Do  not  forget  to  bring  a  few  razors  to  the  poc)i  during  the  meet  to
dry  shave  from  time  to  time.
9.     I)a  not  be  a  wirro.     Do  not  use  Vaseline;   hand  crerre  c)r  face  lotion
until  after  the  meet! ! ! i I !

•  lf you do what you've always done, you.Il get what you've
always got .

\\
DF}UGS         IN         SPOF}l
ARTICLE  1.

The     following     outline     i
based   on  the   !nternatiom
olympic   Committee   list   (
drug   categories.      As   tim

8:;:fosp%Edthneeyw;rad89ssoabr
added,

ln this  first  article  I  will  give:  a

outline     of     the     banne
categories     and     then     i
futiire    articles.    detail    th
specific  drugs   a  little  mbr
closely.

AUssl  swimmers  may be
little   dismayed   to   i inc!   the
some    of    the    classGis    c
drugs,  particiilarly  the  bets
blockers      and      diuretic

(commonly   used   for   heal
conditions)      are     bannei
substances.    Please  do  nc
stop         taking         thes
medications   if   you   are   o
tgh:e:Tn:;::nb|te:c:ioa,;5,,i#,

restrictions.

Veterinary         procluct
particulary    steroids,     ari
often    used    to    enhano
performance  by  athlet€!s bu
they   are   banned   and   an
readily   detected    in    urim
drug tests.

CLASSES     OF     BANNE[
DF\UGS

A.              STIMULANTS
a.             NABCOTICS  (somi
pain  killers)
C.              ANABOLIC

STEBOIDS
D.              BETA-BLOCKEBS
E.              DIUBETICS
F.             SPECIAL

HOFIMONES     (7_,ic
menopause  drugs)

ONT.    PAGE   8
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tl VIDEO   REVIEW

•         The  following  videos  are  new  to  the  AUSSI  Video  Library  and  are  now  availat)le  fc)r  hire
*         (see  page   28).

.      AUSSI   WORKSHOP  -   "Tailoring   a   Program"      li
11

A  coac.hing  seminar  with  Anita  Killmier.     This  valuable  resource  has  been  produced
by.AUSSI  Tasmania   (Inc)   on  Anita's  visit  in  1991.     This  lecture  is  designed  to  give
swimmers  a  better  understanding  of  why  they  train  the  way  they  do,   and  if  they  are
not  going  about  their  training  in  a  I)1anned  manner,   to  give  them  an  idea  of  how  to
go  about  planning  an  individualised  program  to  suit  themselves.

Some   swimmers  are  self   coached.     Some   swimmers   tl.ain  at   times  which  do  not  fit  in
with  cluti  times.     Yet  others  are  unable  to  attend  club  training  sessions  on  a
regular  basis.     These  swillimers  all  need  to  have  an  idea  of  what.  to  do  if  they  need
to  work  on   their   own.

Topics  include  -  What  is  physical  fitness?
-  The  energy  systems  and  how  to  train  theTn.

:EI:::::Ei:y:eason             I

I-.

A  booklet  has  also  been  .I)roduced  that  goes  with  the  video  to  enable  the  viewer  to
follow  the  dialogue  more  closely  and  see  first  hand  the  diagrams  and  charts  that
Anita  showed.

This  well  produced  package  is  a  credit  to  the  Tasmanian  Branch  for  capitolising  on
Anita's  visit.     It  is  suitable  for  all  swimmers  and  coaches.

"YOuR   BACKYARD   SWI"ING   POOL   IS   Y0tJR   HOME   FITNESS   CENTRE"

Produced  by  the  United  States  Water  Fitness  Association  Inc.   this  is  basically  a
step   by   step  Aq.uarobics  program.     Is  stiitable  for  c.oaches  who  lnay  want   to  spice  up
their  workouts,   for  people  rehabilitating  from  injury  or  for  those  who  wish  to
utilise  their  own  I)ool  more  fully.

''GIVE   IT   A   GO''

This  video  has   been  developed  by  AUSSIE-ABLE  -the  Australian  Sports  Colnlliission's
program  for  people  with  disabilities  in  consultation  with  the  Australian  Coaching
Council  as  part  of  the  Coaching  Athletes  with  Disabilities   (CAD)   scheme..

The  video  is  fairly  basic  and  is  not  swimming  specific,   but  it  does  address  issues
(I)articularly  with  hearing  or  visually  impaired  athletes)   that  AUSSI  c.oat.hes  will
relate  to.     15  minutes.

CONTINUED   FROM   PAGE   27

SHERATON   TOWNSVILLE   SWIM   24      -      WORLD   RECORDS

CLUB

TOWNSVILLE   MASTERS
MIAMI. RASTERS
CRONULLA-SUTHERLANI)   MASTERS

DATE                       TOTAL   DISTANCE   (RETERS )
25M   POOL           50M  Pool.

91550m
94625n
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AUSTRALIAN   SUBSCRIBERS     $16/4   isslles

6vERSE,\s   suBscRIBERs   $24/4    ISSuES    (I,t\tK   Di{,\i.`r   otH,y)

Please   send   me   one   year's   subscription   ot-the   AUSTRALIAN   }IASTERS   SWI}E.I|NG   C0i\CHES

NEWSLETTER .

Name :

Address :

.................................... Postcode:

Cheques    t:o   be   made   payable   tci:

„AUSSI"

C/-   ,\ustralian  }lasters   swimming   Coac.hes   Newsletter

44   i./arnc.Iiffe   Road

East   Ivar`ho;   Vic.I  3079

Australia

OFFICE    USE   ONLY:        Feb.

)Iay
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Nov,
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drb the  calue. a/  the  Aiianan  ftaanB,
in  diet,and  drc th  carirfe
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Dear  Anita PAGE   =7

Thank  you  for  sending  the  latest  edition  of  Australian  Masters  Swimming  Coaches  News-
letter  to  our  AUSSI  club.

'-       In  your  editorial  you  talk  about  the  need  for  sports  research.     You  also  list  a  number

of  research  topics  t:hat  AUSSI  have  identified  as  of  interest  to  them.     You  ask  that  we
I)ass  the  list  on  to  anyone  who  may  be  able  to  pick  up  a  topic.

The  ptirpose  of  this  letter  is  to  let  you  know  t.hat  I  have  been  able  to  pass  a  copy  of  your
Editorial  and  list  of  research  topics  to  the  Course  Co-ordinator  of  the  B.A.   (Human
Movement  Studies)   programme  which  is  taught  at  the  University  where  I  work  (University  of
Technology,   Sydney).     The  Cci-ordinator  informed  me  that  there  is  the  possibility  of  some
students  doing  studies  on  those  or  similar  topics  in  the  near  future.     The  Co~ordinator
is  aware  that  you  would  like  to  know  about  suc,h  studies  when  they  are  undertaken.

Yours   in   swimming                                                                   (

Helen  Rubin
Secretary,   Ryde   AUSSI

iaviar

Dear  Anita

ere  is  something  for  your  newsletter.     You  will  recall  that  lny  c.1ub,   the  Townsvllle
Masters,   conducted  a  24  hr  mixed  relay  in  1989  and  then  issued  a  challenge  to  Masters

i,     Clubs  around  the  world.     It  was  my  idea  and  my  club  mates  responded  with  enthusiasm.

We  call  it  "Sheraton  Townsville  Swim  24"  as  it  was  sponsored  by  our  Sheraton  Hotel/Casino.
S      It  is  a   24  hr   long  mixed  Freestyle  relay   for   12   swimmers  aged   500+.     Our  team  swan  90275

meters  in  a  25m  pool.

I  think  you  already  have  seen  all  the  rules.     This  year  we  have  had  two  challenges.     The
first  by  Miami  Masters  and  the  second  by  CI.onulla  -Sutherland.     Miami  did  91550m  in  a
50m  pool   on   2/3  May   1992.     Cronulla-Sutherland  did  94625m  in  a  50m  pool  on  20/21   June
1992.     A  summary  of  these  results  is  attached.

Each  swimmer  is  limited  to  a  total  of  2  hrs  but  IIiay  do  t.he  time  in  up  to  8  short  swims.
Six  members  of  the  Cronulla  team  exceeded  8000m  in  the  24  hrs.

Baden  Green                                       9500m
Steven   Yates                                   8975m
Peter  Tit)bitts                        .   8950m
Kevin  Neilson                                8525m
Kin  welsh   (a  woman)                  8050m
Peta  Michael   (a  wolnan)          8000m

The  oldest  man  was  Jim  Silva,   65-who  did   7075m  and   the  oldest  woman  was  Helen  Evans   (61)
who   did   7400m.     The   other   team  members   were  t:   Robyn  Green,   Libby.  Hassall,   Lee  Mccormack,
Terry  Noel.

I  would  be  pleased  if  you  will  use  this  in  your  newsletter  next  issue.    Clubs  wanting
to  attempt  the  relay  must  write  to  me  as  convenor  at  the  address  below.     As  the  Sheratc)n
Hotel  is  the  Naming  Sponsor  please'  use  the  full  title   :   ''Sheraton  Townsville  Swim  24"
so  that  we  do  not  breach  our  agreement  with  our  Sponsors.

I  am  looking  forward  to  the  next  issue  of  your  NewsletteI`.

Your:  truly

Brian  Palmer
Convenor   Sheraton  Townsville  Swim  24
Phone   (077)   790734

}    24  Killara  Street,   Cranbrook,   Queensland,   4814,   Australia
r``=

CONTINUEI)   ON   PAGE   29
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A  great  way   to  get   your   club   together   for  a  social  night/fundraiser   is   to   have  a
vidoe   night.     Clubs   who   may   not   be   able   to   swim  all   year   round   could   use   this   to
keep   some  continuity   in   their  lay  off  I)eriod.

[Lellls   i`rc   llv€lil€il)lc    for    Ll`e    followil`g    l`iring    cl`£l[.ge.i    :

I   Video
2   Video's
3   Video's
1   Audio   Tape
2   Audic]   Tape's

A   bill   will   t)e   forwarded   to   you   with   the,  goods   (including   postage)   and   payment   must
be   sent   with   the   it:ems,   on   their   I.eEurri.

VIDEO ' S

.   }lark  Tonelli   tapes

.   Aussi   Coaching   Seminar   with   Kirk   Marks

.    THE   ATHLETIC   INSTITUTE   SWI1"ING   SERIES

AUDIO   TAPE'S

.    THE   CREATIVE   PERFORMANCE   INSTITUTE

I.      Freestyle   &  Backstroke
2.     Breaststroke  &  Butterfly
3.     Starts,   Turns  &  Progressive  Drills
AUSS=  'Ai'orkshop  -  Tailoring  a  Prograrme
Give   It   A  Go
Stretching     -     Bob   Anderson
Food   For   Sport
Masterstroke   1987

f8gEABa:ky8;:m£V±£FL;ntEopk°e°sL  ±S   yoL5r  home  fitnesscentre

World   Masters   Games   Seminar   Series   1988
Featuring   -Dr.   Keith  Bell

"Psychology   in  Master

Swimming"
-Dr.   Jim  Miller

''A   Coac.hes   &   Doctors

Perspective   of   Swimming
Injuries"

Strength  Training
Visualisation
Media  Matters
Exercise  beats  Athritis

AUSSI   RESOURCE   CENTRE   -   ORDER   FORM
NA)H
ADDRESS

PHONE    (HM)
AUSSIE   CLUB
}lEMBERSHIP    NO.

I   REQUEST   ThE   HIRE   0F   THE   FOLLOWING   ITEMS
i.

I   WOULD   LIKE   T0   HIRE   THEM   FOR   A   TOTAI]   OF         WKS
CO"ENCING                                                  (I)ATE)
I   AGREE   TO   RETURN   THEM   IN   GOOD   ORI)ER   COMPLETE
WITH   MY   CHEQUE   FOR   HIRE   AND   POSTAGE.

SIGNED
DATE

1.      Guided   Imagery   for   Rat.ing   Risl
Taking   &   Racing

2.      Guided   Imagery   for  Training
Commitment   &  Training   Today
Relaxation   and   NenEal   Rehearsal

AUSTRAI.IAN    COACHES    CONFERENCE   SERIES         2

1990

1.   The   Role   of   the   National   Coach
In  Australian   Swimming     -
Don   Talbot   OBE

2.   Integrating   School   and   Club
Swimming   -   Dick   Shoulberg

3.   Managerial  Perspec.tives  of  Parent`
Coach,   Athlete  Relationships     -
Professor  Andrew  Crouch

4.   Blood  Lactate   Responses   in
Masters   Swimmers  During   Active
and  Passive  Recovery     -
Peter  Reaburn

5.   Utilisation  of  Time  and  Space
for   Swirrming   and   Dryland
Training  -  Dick  Shoulberg

6.   Physiological  Considerations

7.  5:a::LP::±g:t ::i:I:::s __ Dfov:: #:.i
8.   Training  and  Rac.ing   the  Individuc`l

Medley   -  Dic.k  Shoulberg
9.   The   Importance   of   Teaching   Good

Tec.hnique  -  Lauie  Lawrence
10.   The   AUSTSW"   Swimming   Program  -

John  Kilpatrick
11.   Long  Distance  Swimming  Training

-  I)ick  Campion
12.   High  Altitude  Training-Ian  Findlat).
13.   Coaching   the   Elite   Distance

Swilnlner  -Ian  Findlay.

CHEQUES   MUST   BE   MADE   TO   ''AUSSI"
C/-   44   WARNCLIFFE   ROAD

EAST   IVANHOE      VIC      3079



No  10K  swims  were  recorded  in  last  years  AUSSI  Masters  National  Top  Ten  lists  but  the
fastest  5K  for  the  age  group  was  over  69  minutes.     Pemy  past  the  5K  at  65  min  24.97  a
full  four  minutes  faster,   and  went  on  to  do  the  second  5K  in  just  under  67  minutes,   over
2  minutes  faster.

mes  f or  other  distances  along  the  way  are  pretty  remarkable   :

200m           2,29.81
400m          5.05.45
800m        10.16.50

1500m        19.20.77
3000m        39.01.85

1   hour       4575  meters
5000m        65.24.97
6000m        78.45.81
8000m        105. 37.62

10000m         132.19.85

All  these  times  will  be  submitted  for  this  years  AUSSI  and  World  Top  Ten.

Her  average  lap  times  of  1.19  per  loom  compares  favourably  with  Tracy  Wickhalns  lap
times  in  a  15K  swim  of   1.25  per  loom  before  she  gave  up  training  recently.

dLeven  days  later  and  without  breaking  her  65  -  70  K  per  week  training  schedule  Pemy
Ld  another  time  trial.     This  time  in  colder  water  in  a  50m  pool  and  without  anti-wave

ropes.                                                                                        ,

The  purpose  of  this  swim  was  to  enter  in  the  US  Masters  Annual  Postal  loK  swim  in  the
25-29  age  group  before  she  turns  30.     Penny  will  swim  it  again  later  in  the  year  as  a
30  year  old  in  a  new  age  group  so  she  can  enter  two  age  groups  in  the  same  year.     Her
time  on  this   occasion  was   2  hrs   15.53.92  and  average  of   1.21.5  per  loom.

11

The  US  MS  World  Postal   lox  swim  all   time  record  for  women  aged  25-29  is  held  by
S.  Blaha  at  2  hrs  22.40.00  and  that  has  stood  since  1985.     The  fastest  time  recorded
in  1991  was  by  Christine  Chichester  at  2  hrs  26.31.00.     In  the  next  age  group  30-34
the  World  USMS  World  Postal  lox  at  all  timelrecord  is  held  by  P.   Matson  also  since
1985  at   2  hrs   17.19.08  and  the   best  swim  in  1991   by  C.   Trebisinete  in  2  hrs  27.07.90.

So  Penny  has  already  brolcen  the  seven  year  old  world  record  for  her  present  age  grc>up
in  this  event  by  just  under  seven  minutes and  clearly  will  repeat  the  |]erformance  for
the  next  age  group  later  this  year.

Both  these  10K  swims  will  probably  rate  as  the  fastest  tines  recorded  in  both  the
Aust.ralian  Masters  Long  Course  and  Short  Course  Top  Ten  listings  for  1991-92  for  her

:E:ssr:::in:n:e:r::::1:hf::ta::i:fef:::::gag:b:o#c:i::s;±t::u:h;:::i:: ::t:£e t:::v;oth
.   training  schedule  and  only  eleven    days  apart  and  only  six  and  seven  weeks  after

•q      starting  training.



a FI E A S T S T R 0 K E
SWIMMING

At   the    recent   AGM,    the
matter  of  disqualification  in
Breaststroke  was  raised for
discussion.             It      was
suggested  that  the  rules  of
Breaststroke  be  included  in
"Splash".    The following  are

the   rules   from   the   AUSSI
Handbook.

"14.        THE     RULES     OF

SWIMMING:

2.              BREASTSTF]OKE
SWIMMING

a)               From  the  beginning
of  the  first  arm  stroke  after
the start and after each turn
the   body  shall   be   kept  on
the      breast      and      both
shoulders   shall   be   jn   line
with    the    surface    of   the
water.

b)             All    movements    of
the       arms       shall       be
simultaneous    and    in   the
same     horizontal     plane
without           alternating
movement.

c)             Up    and    or   down
movements  of  the   legs  or
feet     are     not     permitted
throughout  the  swimming  of
the    event,    including    the
start and the turn.

d)             The  feet  should  be
turned    outwards    in    the
backward   movement.      A
flutter  kick  or dolphin  kick  is
not  permitted.    Breaking the
surface of the water with the
feet     shall     not     merit     a
disqualification       unless
follciwed  by a dolphin  kick.

e)                 Hands    shall    be
pushed   (orward   together
f rom the  breast  and  shall be
brought   back  on   or  under
the   surface   of   the.water,
except  at  the  start  and  the
turns, the hands shall not be
brought   back   beyond   the
hip  line.

I).            At   each   turn    and
upon  the  finish  of  the  race,
the touch shall be made with
both  hands  simultaneously,
either at,  above or below the
water  level.    The  shoulders
will  remain  in  the  horizontal

plane'

g)              During            each
complete  cycle  of  one  arm
stroke   and   one    leg   kick
some part of the head of the
swimmer   shall   break   the
surface  oi the water except
that  after the  start  and  after
each turn the  swimmer may
take     one     arm     stroke
completely  back  to the  legs
and      one      kick      wholly
submerged   before   turning
to the  surface.

(Source:    AUSSI    Masters
Swimming     in     Australia,
Handbook,   ,,   November,
1991.)

"ps on How To:

ln    her   recently   published
book    entitled    "Mastering
Swimming",   Anita   Killmier,
the        AUSSI        National
Coaching  Director,  provides
some   eighteen   pages   of
information    and    practical
advice   on   how   to   master
Breaststroke.        Anita   has
examined   each   action   in
breaststroke   including   the
kick,   arm   action   and   pull,
together with  the  integration
of  the  whole  stroke  and the
Breaststroke/butterfly  turn.

Anita     has     provided    an
illustration  of  the  method  to
be  utilised  in  each  aspect of
the  stroke  and  kick,  drills  to
improve        the        action
employed,     a     guide     to
identify and correct common
errors  as well  as  a  pictorial
guide  to  the  correct  timing
of    the    stroke,    kick    and
breathing.       The   book   is
highly  recommended.

Anita's  Book is entitled:
Killmier,   A   (ed),   Mastering
Swimming,            Eraser
Publications,  Victoria,1992`

(Where to pumhase:
BP.ANC.F.   OFFICES

Cost= $26.95  plus postage)
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COACHING  -OUT STYLE

by  Anita  Killmier,  National

QUr  runs  two  main  sessions  per  week  -
both atthe home pool:   Tines  fortraining        ,
are wednesdry 6.30pm  -8.30pm  and sun-       i
chy9.00-11,00am.

I  have structured  swimmers  into  3  catego-
ries  -  rioviee.  intermediate  and  advanced,
based  on  the  level   1   Masters   coaching
scheme.    Sesgion8  are  conducted  under  a
build-up  progmrn  to  an  endurance  phase
and then to speed and qualrty phase, engur-
ing correct Stroke action at au tines.
A variety  of sots  under each  category are
written  on  waterproof  foils,  so   members
can use them though the year wheri  not at
club ses8ioris.   This assists those with study
commitment dchng the week.
Our  members  range  from  young  20  year
olds  to  young 50  year olds.   A smau  group
of our rnemben enjoy aerobic swims under
the  aerobic  trophy   scheme,   and  recently

participated in the  British one Hour Award
and  various  lake  and  ocean  swins.   I  have
recently  included  the  super sets  developed

;:o:a:coh::egTa5%;t[°d:.u;h£'nchoisratrva:?ingg°::shs:::::aTe¥ac
just  introduced  some  programs  of  Gaynor
Corlis  and  members  enjoy  the  change  ot`
style occasionany.

Pyramid training has become another alter-
native to  ray  usual  style and proves  to  be
enieyable because of its variety.   Here is an        L4
example of what  I  might  give to  the  inter-
medLate group:
Strctching  5-10  rnin  -  then  2cO  freestyle,
loo  freestyle, 75  freestyle, 5o  freestyle. 25
freestyle,  25  freestyle  (each  of them  with
approrimately  20  seconds  rest  intervals)
then repeat au in reverse order.   Or I  Start
the 25  freestyle  rirst and  invert the above
Set by having the 2x2cO concurrently in the

middle with the sarnc rest periods as before.

For those butterflyers  who  find  training on
the whole  stroke tiresome or caiise8  back-
aches,  the  drius  using single am are more
cagily coped with and I use them in the
gram  in  the  following  way.    Twenty
metre  distance  using  a  single arm  and
dolphin  action,  changing  to  the  other am
for the next 25 metres.   The resting am re-
mains  resting  outstretched  in   front  of  the
head.   The breathing pattern  for this  would
be  to  the  side  on  every,  or  every  second
Stroke.    Thig  reduces  the  arching  effect  to
the lower back. which can cause back trou-
bles after training has finished.
I cannot s[rcss how impoltant it is to stretch
before any training session,  and remember
to   finish  your  session  with  a   few  more
stretches  whilst  still  in  the  pool,  and  get  a

good warm shower or a massage if available
to  help  any  of those  other  little  aches  and

pains.   Aches  and pains  should of course be
monitored, and any which persist should be
checked by your doctor.
To   all   Queensland  Masters   Swimmers   -
keep  lip  the  regular training,  but  be  sure  to
enjoy the social interaction with  your t`ellow
club  members   whether  it  be  at  training.
competition or social functions.

Robin Sweeney (QUT Coach)
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Masters

FINA's  Masters  Bules  begin  with  the
following  paragraph:

The  Masters  program  shall  promote
{.rtness.  friendship  and   understanding
through  Swimming,  Oivi.ng.
Synchronized  Swimming,  Water  Polo
and  Long  Distance  Swinming  amctng
those  competitors  with  a  minimum  age
limit  of  25  years.

All  aspects  Of  this  goal  were  evident  in
Indianapolis.    Athletes  wore  renewing
friendships that  began  for some  at  Olympic
Games years  before,  establishing  new
friendships  that  will  endure  for  years  to
come,  providing  encouragement  for  one
another  regardless  of  nationality,   and,   in

gerieral,  just  having  fun.

Masters  is  definitely  unique  in  that  FINA
Bules  allow  men  and  women  to  compete
on  the  same  teams,  whether  it  be  in
Swimming.  Water  Polo  or  Synchronized
Swimming,    Further,  athletes  come
representing  themselves  or  their  clubs,  not
their  coilntry  or  federation.    Masters
competitions  are  divided  into  age
categories,  varying  slightly  in  each
discipline,   as  outlined  within  the  FINA

Masters  Bules.

The  eldest  competitor.  who  learned  to
swim  in  1898.  was  Torn  Lane  (USA).  age  98

years.    The  average  age varies  slightly  from
discipline  to  discipline,   ranging  trorT`  47  to
49  years.   Tomiswims twice  a week,
training  tor  the  last  six  to  eight  months  for
the  World  Masters  Swimming
Championships,  his  first,   registering  in  (ive
events.    Congratulations  to  Tom  for  winning

go)d  in  all  Of  his  events;   he  presently  holds
3  long  course  and  2  short  course  Masters
World  Becords.    The  fastest time  swum  in
the  50  metre  Breaststi.oko  in  Indianapolis
was  29.42,  in  the  30-34  age  bracket.
achievec!  by  David  Guthrie  (USA).

Great  males.  Greta  (62)  and  Neroli  (31)
Nixon  (AUS),  traveled  to  Indianapolis
together.    What  makes  their  story  different
is that they  are  mother  and  daughter.
Neroli,  who  has  twice  narrowly  missed
making  Australia's  Olympic  team,  teaches
swimming.    Greta was  looking  (or
something  to  do  as  she  had  retired,  and
Neroli  suggested  she teach  also.    Events
worked  to  bring  the  two  to  Indianapolis.
epitomizing  what  Masters  is  all  about:  a
blend  Of youth  and  age.    Greta  comes  to
better  her  time  and  Nerctli  to  win,  and  win
she  did.  earning  bronze  in  (he  lco  metro
Breaststroke  ancl  200  metre  Butterfly.

The  5k  Long  Distance  Swim  was  held  at
the  EBgle  Creek  F]eservoir  a  short  distance
from  downtown  Indianapolis.    Water
temperature  of 21 °C  drew  345  athletes,  age
25  to  79  years,  into  eight  heats  leaving  the
shore  every  two  minutes.    But  while  the
swimmers  alone  made  a  good  crowd,  the
organizers  shuttled  spectators  to  the  veniie
by  bus,   rT)aking  this  event  well  attended.

Lynn  Marshall   (CAN),  stroked  her  way  to

glory  with  a  time  of  1..02:51.8,  wiming   gold
in  the  women`s  30-34  age  group,  and
clacking  the  fastest time  on  the  coilrse  to

place  first  overall.     Lynn  was  pleased  with
her  swim.  commenting  .I  went  a  little  faster
than  I  thought  1  would..    A  great  job  Lynn.

The  finish  line  saw  even  more  excitement
when  Gerry  Bodrigues  (29)   and  Bobert
Hudek  (30)   (both  of  the  USA,  although
Gerry  is  originally from  Trinidad)   swam
shoulder  to  shoulder  to  achieve  their  times
of  1 :03.00.0  and   1 :03.01.4,   respectively.
Both  won  gold  as  they  compete  in  different
age  groups.

The  course  continued  to  see  action  as  the
swimmers  came  across  the  finish  line  tor
another  hour  and  one  half.    While  many
compete  for  medals,  some  swimmers  aim  at
the  challenge  Of  finishing.    The  day  was
made  complete  with  lunch  on  the  shore  for
spectators  and  athletes  alike.

It went  down  on  record`that Water  Polo's  motto
was  To  play  water  polo  and  have  fun..   Anyone
who  knows  anything  about Water  Polo,  ancl  the
fierce  competitiveness  Of  the  discipline,  knows
that  that  statement  is  a  contracllctictn  in  terms.
But this  is  Masters.  and  Masters  athletes  have
achieved  the  goal  of  blending  fitness,  friendship
ancl  understanding'  into  their  sport.  even  in  the
heat  of  battle.

Fifteen  teams  from  Australia,   Brazil,   England,
the  Netherlands,  Hurigary.  Venezuela,  and  the
United  States  dic!  battle  over  a  period  of  three
days,  beginning  competition  at  the
Championships.

Tom  Hoad,  having  been  a  member  of
Australia's  Olympic  teams  in  1960,  '64,  '68  and
`72,  competed  with  his  Australlan  teammates  in

lnc]ianapolis.    You  may  find  Tom's  name  familiar
as  he  headed  the  organizing  committee  for  the
VI  World  Championships  held  in  January  199t   in
Perth,  Australia.    Torn  has  stayed  active  ln  sport
at  the  administrative  as  well  as  cc>mpetitive
levels.    He  competes  with  other  Olympians  on
his  Australian  team.

Women  teammates  provecl  to  be  brave  and
strong,     Ema  Vahrmeyer-Loskam   (NED)   battle.s  ft
out  with  the  best  of  them  and  says  it's  nothing
new to  her,    .l've  done  it  since  my  youth,  since  I
was  about  12  years  old  but  now  I  do  it  for  fun..
Women  are  able  to  use  their  small  size  as  an
advantage  in  moving  more  quickly  than  the
men.    The  Netherlancls  team  was  macle  up  of
seven   men  ancl  three  women.    Ema  (51)   is  still

quite  the  swimmer taking  two  golds  in  the  loo
aricl  200  metre  Breaststroke,  silver  in  50  metre
Breaststroke.   as  well  as  two  rr`ore  silvers  in  50
ancl  200  metre  Biitterfly,  ancl  a  bronze  in  the  loo
metre  Biitterfly.

Final  standings  in  Water  Polo  were  as  follows:
30+  age  bracket:

I               USA(LB)        4-2

'1               HUN                    4-2

Ill              USA   (SB)        5-1

3S+  age  bracket:

I             USA  (SF)       4+1
11                BRA   (Flio)        3-3

Ill            USA  (StL)       a-5

40+  age  bracket:
I              USA(SF)        3-0
11              AUS                    3.3
Ill             USA   (LB)         2-3
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Jerry  Birmingham,  England's  team
captain,  told  reporters  'Wo  knew  that Water
Polo  would  be  very  competitive  hero  and
wo  wanted  to  be  a  part  af  .rt.   This  is  a

good  chance  to  make  a  Statement  as  to
how  dedieated  wo  are  to  this  sport  in  our
country..   Jerry's  team  has  their  sights  set
on  the  European  Championships  in  August.

Synchronized  Swimmers  Fred  and  Louise
Wing  (USA)  are  de(initely  above  average;  in
ago  and  ability.    The  husband  and  wife
duet  won  silver  in  duet  competition,  70-79
age  bracket,  while  Louise  earnecl  gold  in
her  solo  Competition.

Fred  end  Loui.so  have  been  married  for
41  years,  only  starting  (heir  swimming

partnership  in  1984  so  Fred  wouldn't  get
lonely  waiting  for  Louise  pool-side  during

performances;  Loiii§e  began  competing  in
1975.    Louise  teaches  §yn¢hro  and  plays
the  role  of  Fred.s  coach.

The  Synchronized  Swimming
competitions  drew  athletes from  Brazjl,
Canada,  Japan,  Switzerland,  end  the  USA.

The  lv World  Masters  Swimming  Champ-
ionships  was  the  first  competition  held
under the  new  Bules  regarding  age
restrictions  for  Masters  divers.    The  fact  that
the  er`try  speed  is  50  kin/h  off  a  10  metre

platform,  43  kin/h  off the  7.5  metro,  and  35
kin/h  off the  5  metre  plafform,  caused  the
FINA  Medical  Committee  to  study  these
factors  and  recommend  restrictions  at the
last  FINA  General  Congress  in  Perth.
Australia,   in  January  1991,  resulting  in  new
Bules.    Now,  divers  70  years  of  age  aTid
over  can  compete  only  on  the  5  mctre
platform.    Divers  50€9  may  compete  from
ejther  (he  5  or 7,5  metre  platforms.  end
divers  25-49  may  take  the  plunge  from  all
three.

Civer  150  divers  from  more  than  10
countries  gracefully  left  the  various

platforms  and  springboards  at the  Indiana
Univeisfty  Natatori.urn  marking  dramatic

growth  in  this  discipline.

John  Cress  (USA)  competed  in  the  1   and
3  metre  spll.ngboard  and  the  10  metre

plafform  competitions.    His  background  in
gymnastics  gives  his  dives  a
distinctiveness,  which  he  likes.    .I  like  being
different.  he  is  quoted  to  say.    Diving
competitively  since  1984,  this  was  John's
first World  Masters  Swimming
Championships.    .I  came  here  wanti'i`g  to
win,  but  I  also  wanted  to  have  some  fiin
and  I  have.    I'vo  met  some  really  good
divers who  are  great  people  as  well..    The
Masters  8tti.tuclo.    John  76)  placed  4th  in
his  springboard  events,  and  5`h  ln  platform.

The  competition  is  over  now  but the
friendships  and  competition  will  continue.
The  memories  of  hugs  and  high-fives  as
well  as  the  awards,  disappointments  and
thrills  will  remai.n  forever.     Keep  your
training  schedule  and  mark  your  calendar
for  Montreal  in  1994  where  the  V  Masters
Wo/ld  Champi.onships  will  take  place.     11

you  weren't  in  Indianapolis  you  missed  a
great  deal;   don't  mi.ss  out  in  '94.

In  additi.on  to  those  mentioned  above,
ovei.  90  riew  Masters  World  Becords  were
set  in  Indianapolis.    One  such  record  was
set  by  Juno  Krauser.  member  of  the  FINA
Masters  Committee,  in  the  200  metre
Butterfly.  in  the  tine  af  3:42.61,  65-69  age

group.

FINA  Expands
Lausanne  Office

FINA  is  pleased  to  announce  (hat  it  has
expanded  its  s(aff  at  the  FINA  Permanent  Cffiice
in  Lausanne  to  adequately  handle  Masters.

In  addition,  Watt  Beid  (USA),  whom  many
know,  has  agreed  to  produce  World  Banking
and  manage  the  Masters  World  Becords.
Certificates  for  what wei.a  the  current  long  anc]
short  course  records  hevo  been  producecl  arid
mar`y  were  distributed  in  Indianapolis.  .A`l  those
that  did  not  find  their  way  to  their  owners  will   be
mai.lecl  (a  the  FINA  Member  federations.    We  ask

:B:;r:c::u:I::c|ieF:I::;,i:::a::b:uo::e;::,:.,Bhie,;e:dyeQ:t
until  some  (ime  this  autumn.    Certificates  foi  new
records  will  bo  produced  and  distrjbuted  to
Member  federations  at the  same  time.

To  obtain  a  complete  listing  a(  the  Masters
World  Becords  please  contact  the  FINA
Permanent  Office,  avenue  de  Beaumont  9,1012
Lausanne,  Switzerland.

The  Comprehensive  set  af  final  results  for  each
sport  discipline  of the  lv  Masters  World
Championships  are  available  by  sendirig  a
Check  or  draft  in  the  amount  of  US$14.00,  drawn
ori   a  U.S.  bank.  to  Heidj  Neuburger,
Administrator,  lv  World  Masters  Swimming
Championships,  901   West  New  York  S(reet,
Boorr`  204,  Indianapolis,  lN  46202,   USA.

We  print a  sample  ot  the  Masters  World
Becord  certificate  for  your  information:
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Sport falls within the definition of
`service' or `recreation' and ln

some states coaching and umpir-
ing and specifically cc)vered by the
Acts:

Discrimination on the groimds of
pregnancy can occur if the woman
is treated unfavourably because
she ls pregnant. [f for example
team selection or omission 1§
based on anything other than merit
then the piegnant woman could
allege the selection was discrimi-
natory.

Fellow competitors cannot oppose
a team on the basis that they are
inhibited when playing against
pregnant players.

treated as a medical condition or like
any ctlier disability.

Professional sporting wc]men are
covered by the laws which requlro
all employers to ensilro the safety
of their employees. Employees are

£Fe:egsugsn:Lb::i:rgt::esr:!ep!b:!c.

Employers miist determine
whether an employed pregnam
athlete is able to perform her work
without endangering herself, the
unborn child or others.  In these
circumstances the pregnancy is

Pregnancy ls a nomal condition but
society ls still coming to terms witli it.
CILibs arid compctitors need to dis-
cuss these issues and make sure
they liave clear policles on how to
limit their legal  liabi]itles whilst ensur-
ing pregnant women can enfoy their
Sporl

The Australian Sports Mediclno
Federation (ASMF) has recently
established a women ln sport..
committee to bring the Issues that
concern women engaged in sport to
the attention of the sports medicine
comml,nity.

The major achievements to date
have been the publication of a
series of pamphlets, designed to
provlde relevant information to
athletes, coaches and general
practitioners on topics Including
Women, Nutrition and Exercise;
Strength Training for Women;
Menstrual  Function ln AIhletes;
Exeroise in Pregnancy and Exercise
and Ostcoporo§ls.

The Committee's current working
policy on women's involvement in
sport states:

Women of all ages should be
encouraged to enjoy regular physl-
cal activity;

Children'need to complete normal
maturation by the ago Of 16, and
actMties which delay menarcho
beyond tliis should be discouraged;

Sporting lactivity should be coinci-
dent with regular menstruation,
wh[ch is lriiportant for long-term
health, fertilfty and bone integrity;

Female athletes with amenorrhoea
should be counselled to remediate
pos§iblo hormonal de{iclency;

Menstruation does not precluda any
§portlng activ.rty.  although any
individual may wlsh to avoid exer-
cise because of her own symptons;

Active women need a well-balanced
diet with attention to Iron and cal-
ciilm  Intake;

No women should be excluded from
any sport merely on the basis of
gender:  !1

lt you want to find out more
Information about Exeroise
and Pregnancy contact the
Ediicatlon Office r
National Sports Research
Center
PO Box 176 Belconnen
ACT  2616
PH: (06) 2521554

Women are capable of
improvirig strength and
fitness with appropriate
training;

Women are capable of
competing in all endur-
ance events: and

Wc>men tolerate altitude
and heat at least as well
as men.

An area ot interest under
the Committee's consid-
eration at present,  in
association with the
medical and legal commu.
iiities,  is the formulation a.
a policy statement on
pregnant women partici-
pating in contact or
collision sports.

For pamphlct§ arid furthei
information on the ASMF
Medicine and Science tor
Women in Sport Commit-
tee, or isstJes related to
sports medicine, contact
the ASMF branch ln your
local state. or the Natioria
Office at PO Box 897
BELCONNEN
ACT 2616

'active.  autumn  1992
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EXERCISE   AND   NERVE REGENERATION

Ordinarily  when  a  nerve  is  severed  it  cannot  re|)air  itself  like  muscle
tissue.    The  result  is  a  paralysis  of  the  function  that  the  severed
controlled.     However,   partial  recovery  of  func.tion  has  I)een  observe.d
only  rarely.

\
One  AUSSI  member  reports  such  a  case.     I)uring  a  heart  tiypass  operation  in  June   199`0  the
surgeon  accidentally  severed  the  right:  Phrenic  nerve.     This  is  the  nerve  that  makes  the
diaphram  work.     The  result  was  that.  his  right  side  diaphram  was  paralysed.     It  was
flaccid  and  in  inhalation  the  diaphram  was'forced  upwards  into  the  lung  space  instead  of

::i:5::td:WZo;n]:::  ::r::=a¥a¥:ngT::;a:::;jabout  one  fifth  of  the  right  lung  was  workirig

a::::::::::::::::#:i:::::::a::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::o:::::;:::::::u:::ry
of  the  water  as  he  was  in  and  out  of  the  intensive  care  ward  all  the  time  and  tired  at
the  least  exertion.                                                 ,

When  the  heart  went  back  to  normal  rythmn  our  AUSSI  started  to  swim.     Before  the  operation
he  had  I)een  a  fairly  competent  swimmer  usually  gaining  some  top  ten  rankings
particularly  in  the  longer  distance  swimming  the  5K  in  just  over  90  minutes.

His  first,swim  left  him  grabbing  for  the  rope  in  panic  gasping  for  breath  at  about  the
17m  mark.     As  a  swilnmer  of  forty  years  panic  was  a  new  experience  for  him.     Nevertheless
he  kept  trying.     His  Cardiologist  had  instructed  him  to  exercise  but  to  keep  him  heart
rate   down   to   125   -   130   BPI``[.

As  the  in.onths  went  by  he  progressed  to  loom  but  usually  with  a  heart  rat.e   to  high  at
140  -  170  BPM.     He   did  manage   the  400m  breaststroke  in  the  1990  -  91   National  Awards
again  with  a  too  high  heart  rate.     He  took  to  swimming  with  flippers  all  the  tilne  and
by  May   1991   had  done  a  2000m  freestyle  with  the  flippers  and  had  completed  the  National

a:::I::I:W:::ef::rt::eL:::e:t;:ey:::hL:i::::I:/:sa::s::::t::  ::0::eB::::te  per  5om.   His
inability  to  swim  properly  has  been  a  I)sychological  problem  for  hiln  as  he  feels  a  bit
ashamed  to  always  be  using  the  flit)pers.     But  his  clubmates  have  kept  encouraging  him
as   AUssls   do.                                                                            I

0n  a  recent  visit  to  the  doctor  a  n:L` chest  X-ray  revealed  that  his  right  lung  had
regained  about  half  of  the  lost  function.     This  caused  a  mild  degree  of  amazement  for
the  doc.tor  who  said  that  the  Phrenic  Nerve  must  be  regenerating  itself .     In  his  opinion
the  constant  regular  deep  breathing  eff ort  which  was  the  result  of  daily  one  hour
swimming  sessions  IIiust  some  how  have  induced  the  severed  nerve  to  grow  and  that  our      .
AUSSI  swimmer  should  keep   it  up.

This  could  indicate  that  regular  swimming.  i;n  have  a  roll  in  the  healing  proc.ess  after
a  trauma  way  beyond  the  simple  benefit  of  regaining  fitness.

I

Our  swimmer  now  aims  to  stop  using  the  flit)pers  and  will  try  to  do  the  longer  National
Award  freest.yle  swims  next  year.        .a                                                              f~

?
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Marianne Ftobinson is the
editor Of `Sport and the Law'
news which deals with legal
problems and insllrance in
sport. She is the only female
Managing Director of an
insurance company iri

-Australia and is involved

with sport seminars. A
lawyer, she is a member of
the Australian Bisk Manage-
ment Asscx3iation.

In this article she raises a
number Of issues associated
with pregnant women and
sport. She does not give
defin.rtive answers, but
outlines the relevant facts.
The Unit, the ASMF, mem-
bers of the legal community
and equal opportunity
pract.rtioners are ourrently
looking Into tho issues Of
pregnant women and
contact sports.

A   MODERN   .PHENOMENA

Until very recently it was
simply unheard Of for
pregnant women to continue
their sporting activ.rties.

AIthough changes in social
attitude and advances ln
medicine liav6 opened
many dcors, there are st.ill
u nresolved questions about
pregnancy and sport.
Interest ln this topic can be

::She:,q:Tn8ers,qgtsheemAnuasrt;;,.
ian Sports Commission.

UNFAIR   ADVANTAGE

Women have overcome
medical and soclal hurdles
ln thelr search for sporting .
recognitlon. Now there is a
new hurdle which so far has
received little public debate
but has been the subject of
many private discussions.
•active' autLlmn 1992   10

The complaints are commonly heard
in the body contact sports. Competi-
tors Say that they are reluctant to use

` the sainE degree of vigour against a

.   Pregn.ant woma`n because they fear
caLlslng an Injury to the unborn child
a-nd.are are asking what are their
legal rights and obligations.
Liability for Injuries to the Unborn".
Child

Pregnant women can be sued if their
child can show they were negligent in
caring for the unborn child.

A recent Australian case awarded
over $3 million to a[ child injured in a
car accident prior to birth. The mother
argued on the grctunds of public policy
that a child should not be permitted to
sue its mother for injuries caused to
him\her before birth because -rts
motlier competed in sport or any
other dangerous activity.

The lawyers argued that aevery act o;
omission of the mother from concep-
tic>n to birth would be scrutinised". The
court held that the mother was legally
responsible for injuries caused by her
negligence to her unborn child.

The courts said that a child can sue
because there is a duty of care owed
to the unborn child, and that this duty
can be brc]ken by prenatal neglect or
carelessness causing injury.

There is no parental immunity. This
means that a pregnant woman is
persc)nally responsible for her health
ar`d trlat of her unborn child.

StJ"RY  OF  THE  LAW

A child can sue for lr`juries caused
negligently to it before it was born.

Both the mother and others have a
duty Of care to an unborn persc)n.  If
there is an Injury because of a breach
of duty of care. the negligent person
can be held responsiblo.            _  _
Bash conduct by a pregna.nt -mother,
siich as taking unjustified risks or
refusing to follow medical advice, may
cause Injury to the mother or her
unborn child.                 ,

Sporting participants can sue each
other for injLiries caused during play
with are dLio to reckless or grossly
neg«gent coiidllct. An unborn child
tias the same rights. Sportir`g com-
pet'rtors can also be charged with a
criminal offence such as assault or
murder for on-field actions.
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ln America 48 women have nc)w
faced criminal prosecutions for
taking  un|.ustified risks  with their
lives whilst pregnar`t. Australian law
does not have similar criminal laws
but our Civil Courts are movir`g in
this direction.

Th.E   I}1PLICATI0NS   FOR   SPORT

Clubs, coaches and players can be
held  legally liable tor injilries suf-
fered during sporting ccintact as a
result ot their reckless or grossly
negligent behaviour. This is usually
behaviour which is outside the rule€
of the sport or where there has
been reckless disregard for liuman
life.  -

Coaches, trainers and other experts
who give pregnant athletes advice
on how to train during their preg-
nancy must ba very careful that
they are nc)t placing themselves in
the pos.rtion ol medical experts.
They can face legal action for
negligerLt advice.

I)ISCRIMINATI0N

Both State and Federal dlscrimlna-
lion laws make it unlawful to dis-
criminate against a woman on the
basis of pregnancy.
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constaDt   practice   schedule   would   be   40   I    loo
freestyle straight on a constant interval.   An example
of a  variable  schedule  would  be  to  vary  the  swims
within the class of movements.  Stroke drills, sculling
drills,   alteratioD   in  speed,   distance,   and   rest   will

provide   such    a    schedule.    The   possibilities   are
unlimited  and  it  helps   to  relieve  boredom.   It  also

gives   the   swimmer   an   opporfunity   to   fcous   on
specific  as|]ects  of  their   technique.   On   the  rmcro
level`one  could  lcok  at  the  whole  practice  as  it  fits
into  the  weck's plan  and  that week's  work,and  bow
it fits into the month  or season  plan.

S:ill  another  perspective  is  the  use  of a  random

practices,  blocked practice  schedule  in  starts,  turns,
and  [M  work.  What this  means  is  that we would no
longer do  10 starts or  10 fums consecutively. hstcad,
a  random schedule of practice would have us do one
start and orie  turn of one  stroke and  then a  start and
a  turn of another stroke,and so  on through all of. the
strokes,and  theD  cycle  back  around.  What  this  does
is  forces  tEe  swimmer  to  process  the  messages  at  a
deeper  level  and  create  a  greater  effect  on  learning.
Doing something consecutively, as in  10 or 20 starts,
does   not  require   the  swimmer   to  engage   in  deep
information   processing   after   the    first   start.    they
merely  repeat  the  same  message.  The  same  ray  be
applied to transition turns and  to all stroke transition
in  the  IM.

Now a word on  the high vs.  low yardage  battle.
Clearl.y  this  is  not  a  cut  and  dry  issue.   There  are
individuals going  10-15,000 yards  per  day  and  they
are   not   swimming   fast,   improving,   or   seemingly
accomplishing much.  Does this mean  high yardage is
bad?   !!Q|   That   would   be   a   hasty   and   erroneous
corlclusion.  We  must  ask what kind of yardage  they
are doing, what kind of sets,  what energy systems are
they   tapping,   etc.   It   is   very   appealing   to   many
individuals  to  hear  thato,short, intense  workout  will
suf`fice and that we can  do without early season  LSD

(long  slow  distance)   base  work.   It  would  also  be
hasty   and   erroneous   to   buy   into   that   program,
especiall_y,   if you  are  average  in  motor  ability  and
technical  skills  (the maj.ority of Masters  swimmers).
Additionally,      your      competitive      and      training
background may have a large impact on your training
now.  Did  you  swim  as  an  age  grouper,  senior,  and
collegian?    What  kind  of swimming/training history
does   your   body   have?   Further,   are  you   rmle   or
female  (althougb  there  is  a  paucity  of  research  on
female   swilnmers,   it  seerns   clear   they  must  train
differently  than  men)?  I  refer  you  to  a  recent  and
excellent    article    in    the    Journal    of   SwilnEi±jng
Research,  volume 7,  #1, Spring  1991  by Council[Irm
and  Councilman  entitled,   "The  residual  effects   of
training".  Although  some  parts  of it may  be hard  to
understand,   I   believe   all   Masters   swimmers   and
coaches sbould read this article.  I think it will explain
more  clearly  why  training,  and  especially  Masters
training, must be prograln based greatly on individual
needs,according to the individunl's goals and training
history.  Read  it and see what you think.

In  summary,  I  think  it  is  important  to  keep  the
basic  and  well`founded  training  principles  in  mind
and    to    be    most    cautious   of   "quick    and    easy'

progratns   which   advocate   high   intensity  and   little
need  for  an  enduralice  base.    The  spoits  domain  is
very  susceptible  to  fads,   trends,  and  quackery  in  a
world where  everyone  seeks  to  get an  edge on  their
opponent.  Wanting to get an edge is  fine,  but as  in all
other areas  of life,  there are  no  free  lunches.

lf you're  a swimmer, don't use the standard
220   minus your ago times 65°/a formula tor
pulse rate workouts.

Women.s Spots ant/ fftnoss , in lhei.r
September issue,  recommends recommends
using 205 a§ lho base rate. This is because
since water cools you down qliicker, your
heart beats about 15 times less per minute.

Besides, they must be correct since they're
Women.

THE SENIOR MASTER SWIMMER

Edward J.  Shea
Southern Illinois  University
Carbondrle,  Illinois

Part  one -  Characteristics

Swim    Coaches    who    train    Master   swimmers
whose  ages  extend  over  the  full  age-spectrum,u'ill
find  it helpful  to  better  understand  the  characteristics
of   the   older   swimmer   (55,+)   and,   consequently,
adjustmen(s  to  be  made  in  their  training.

Although  imperceptible  at  ages  26-30,  declining

physiological  changes  occiir.   It  is  often  difficult  for
many to accept this statement,  yet research  has highly

supported  it.  Reference  to  Figures   I,   2,   and  3   is
likely to raise the questions,  "What are the causes of
decline  in  swiznming  performances  with  age?'  and
"How can  they  be positively influenced  so  that they

occur  to a  less  degree?".
Three  categories  of  physiological  functions  are

significant  in  the  stress  of  training  and  competition
which influence the aging-up of men and women.  A
knowledge  of  these  will provide  the  coach  a  better
understanding based on !p±Lh rather than accepting the
statement  so  often  heard  from  swimmers,   "I`m just
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getting  old.,   or  hlt`s  age, I  guess".     The  fouou/ing
data is weft documented  in research.
1.   Muscular  Strength  -losses  in  muscular  strength
are    less    dramatic    than    those    in    cardiovascular
functions. There is a 25 %-30 %  decline between ages
30  and  70  in  both  men  and  `i/omen  (Shock,   1977).
Strength  among  men  begins  to  decline  at  a  greater
rate  after  age  50,but at  60  tbe  loss  does  not usually
exceed  20%.  Women's  losses  are  somewhat greater
than  men's  (Devries,   1977).   A  moderate  increase
with   age   in   percentages   of  §!g±!!   muscle   fibers   is
clown  (Gollnick,   1972:   Orlander,   1978).  The  two
rermining     factors     responsible     for     changes     in

performance  are  highly significant.
2.  Maximum  Oxygen  Uotake  (MOul  or the amount
of oxygen  the  blood  can  absord  from  the  lu[igs  and
transport to the body cells  under high stress  declines

predictably.  The blood of a resting 20 year old ±g!£g±
!±p,  ori  the  average`   4  liters  of  oxygen  per  minute;
whereas  at 75`the rate  is only  i.5  liters.    h order  to
rrLamtain a fast pace (which may require doubling the
level  of  Q)   the  Senior,  under  similar  requirements
must  move an  excess  of 50%  more air  in and  out of
the    lungs   (Shock,     1977).    Because    of   decreased
changes   in   lunt!  caDacity,   the   maximum  breathing
capacity  of a 25 year  old declines about 40%  by age
80.      The   total   functional   area   of  the   lungs   also
declines 25 %-30% between the ages 30 and 70.   The
lungs  carmot  take  in  the  amount  of oxygen and  less
oxygenated blood is suppliecl to the blood cells (Smith
and  Ginigan,   1983).

3.   Maximum  Cardiac   Outout  /MCO\   refers   to  the
amount of oxygenated  blood  the  heart  can  pump  on
cash  contraction  into  the  blood  vessels  \^/hich  carry
the   oxygen    to    the   body   cells   where    there    is   a
demand.  MCO declines with age and places  limits on
the   intensity   of  work   and   this   results   in   slower

performance.   In  comparison  to  the young  adult,  the
MCO  declines  to  about  30%  in  the  60J55  year  old;
the   amount   of  blood   pumped   by   a   resting   heart
decreases  from  approximately  5  liters  per  minute  in
the 20 year old youth to 2  liters in 90 year olds;  and
under high stress,it may  decrease  from 35  liters per
minute  to  a  significantly  reduced  amount  at  age  75
(Timiras,    1972).    It   is   well   documented   that   tlie
rmximum  heart-rate  declines  about 6 %  per  decade,
from  197  beats  per  minute at age 25  to  170 beat per
minute at age 63  (Sidney and Shephard,  1978).   The
red`iction in cardiac fe±gg and la!g cause less t>lcod to
flow  through  the  lungs.  Shephard  (1988)  states  the

primary   influence  in   decreasing   performance   is   a
slo\A/ing do\un of maximum heart Tats.
Part  11  will  provide  some  ans`l/ers  to  the  question,
"Can  these  changes,which  seem  inevttable  to  occur

with age,be positively influenced?".

the   1994   World   Masters   Swim

in   Montreal,    CANADA

ivill   t)e   2nd   to   loth  July

P®rc.ntago Improvement/Leek of Improvement
ln Record Performances By Indlvldual

Master Swlmmer§ ln Successlvo Age Divlslons

fo Dlvthon Tobl lmproveiii.nt
L,ck a'lmprov.nwh

udr a5(2S.29;30-3,)
10 cO 40

dyes(1050)
53 15 8,

cO ,nd tw 56 3.5 86.a

#n.gfE;¥i::-gl;in]:glide.Keep

X°anurd:X::ufig#:uif£:vtheeryr:%Vee:ytry
into water."

I'm sure you get the idea by now.
Get creative yourself and figure out

fi:i:Ef£:peo;in:igTato3r;mosfnfl:h?:lost
Ofit!             repTiiited    with   perAis:iall    /ri-.fa

New   England   HaEter5   Nel'slett.r
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their hands, what their body's trying
to do to evade or create or if they're
not even aware of that.'  The
Boomer program becomes a four-
year sensitivity training session."  I

"Boomer has devoted most of his

coaching energies to teaching his
swimmers how to get the maximum
distance-per-cycle,  then training
them to be efficient and comfortable
within a wider range of cycle rates.
This sets him apart from most of tbe
•coaching fraternity."   After

analyzing "every length, every lane,
every race at the  1976 and  1984
Olympic trials...", Boomer
concluded the selection of cycling

phase of the stroke when the arms
are stretching  forward and making
the outward scull.  His common
teaching points for both strokes are
to initiate hip lift by 'pressing the T
or leaning the chest into the water
while the hands stretch forward and
to keep the face shallow to prevent
the head from becoming
'unhinged' ".

Dog Paddle Blossom Drill:  "Dog
paddling with the head up, body
extended and short crisp underwater
strokes and recovery.  Gradually

•  lower the head, lengthen the stroke
•  to full extension and ro// o# rAc

rate and cycling distance correlated    1
Witll  perl`ormance.   "...  the crilicalT
difference... is the ability of the
faster swimmers to achieve greater

#gastwtche;yff#ryec#e'da{nhde:'r%jync'#ngtn,g
rate.„

These drills, not unique with
Boomer, are used by him more for
their efficiency potentials- reducing
drag-than for increasing                  n
h orsapower.                                        ,

I

I.ong Axis Drill: (freestyle and
back-stroke) "The swimmer seeks {o
hold an exaggerated side-lying      I
position during each stroke cycle.
The increased body roll also allows
ggreaterextensionofthearea
(lengthening the axis) to front and
back."

SLh_ort Axis D±±±: (Breaststroke and

Eittfl¥fy)o;G#deu¥::X`:?cantothhe

czAf!.s, while keeping recovery
underwater."

Weakside Sin 1e Arm Drill:  Let the
other arm trail at your side rather
tli:in  cxlended  ill  I.ron[.    "Roll  hip`s
and shoulders up on both sides..."

I.ong Axis Combo mll: Alternate
two cycles of free and back.
Rema].n on yoilr side for a few kicks
between stroke changes.   "Focus on
leering the rotation on the ajcis with
the hips."

Legs Crossed Drill: (Backstroke)"Pull with the legs crossed at the

ankles, rotating the axis at the hips.
-Focus on very fine water pressure
on the first sweep (down and out) to
keep the body horizontal."

±ie(mBficn¥ntr&ke)
extended side-lying position for six
to eight kicks with the recovery arm
lifted 30 degrees from the water
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What You Don't Know Could Hurt You
A   Follow-up   to   the   Chicago   1991   ASCA   Clinic
Masters Coaches  and Swimmers Clinic - by  Rebeeca
Rutt Leas

Rebecca Rutt Len
Associate  Professor,  H  &  PE,  C]arion  University of
PA.  Health  education  specialist  for  19  years.
National Certified      Health     Ed`ication     Specialist
(CHES).
Successful   age  group,  senior,   couege,  and  Masters
sVIrnner.
Div.  11  Women's  Swinmjng  "National  Coach  of the
Year"   1980,81,84.

6  Div.   11  National  Team  titles  in  8  years  at  Clarion
Uulversity.

Doctoral   candidate   at   the   Univ.   of   Pittsburgh   in
Sports  Pedagogy.

This article  is a  foIIo`^r-up  to  my  talk given  a[ the
ASCA  World  Coaches  Clinic in  Chicago,  September    t
8,1991.  I  will  briefly  summarize  the  topics  covered     i
in  my   talk  and  spend   the  remairider  of  this  article
discussing   the  items  which   I   did  not  have  time  to
address.  The two areas  to  be  covered  in  this issue are
stroke    technique    and    effective    training.    Stress
managelnent and diet and nutntion will be featured in
a  later  issue.
Stroke`  Startinf!  and  Turn  Technique.
For  the  Masters  swimmer,  efficient  and  technically
sound  stroke  technique  is  of the utniost  importance.
Currently,  a battle rages in the swimming `irorld over
'yardage'    (chort   vs.    long).    I   believe   this   is   a

risdirected battle with too many false assumptions as
baggage.Che's  success  in  competition  is  much  more
a   result   of  the   combination  of  motor   ability  and
technical  skill  than of short vs.  long yardage per  se,
although the scientific  evidence lies  heavily  in  favor
of  latter  for  ultra-elite  levels  of  surimming.   I  will
discuss  that battle in a  later  section.  Motor ability is

genetically  detertnined  and  is  largely  unlnodified by
practice  or  experience.   Motor  abilities  particularly
important to sv+imming are:  multi-limb coordination,
reaction      time,      movement      speed,      kinesthetic
sensitivity,  and  physical  proficiency.  These  lmy  be
tliought of as the .hard`A/are.  a swimmer brings to the     I
training/competitive  setting.  Technical  skill,  on  the
other  hand,   refers  to  one's  proficiency  at  the  task
(strokes,  starts,  and  turns) and  is  easily  modified by

:i=J±t±:d*Tac#un###yto:r'-
point.     What     could     be     ]£§q;     detrilnental     (or
disastrous),ho`A/ever.   is   a  less   genetically  endou/ed
individual (such as  myself) taking the edvice, offdred
by some,  that I can abandon my early season training
bbase  and  still  be  successful.  There  is  no  doubt  that
the  individunl  who  has  superior  motor  abilities  and
teehnicauy  good  strokes  can  get  away  `i/ith  training
less  than the majority  of people and yet still produce
outstanding results. This is why those of us with oDly

(Reprinted   from  the  MACA  Newsletter)
average   to  good   motor  abilities  carmot   follow  the
same   training  reglmens   as   many  who  are`  .gifted.
(such  as  past  olympians)  and  reali2re  the  results  they
get  from  less  than  optimal  yardage.   Now  I  am  not
suggesting   that   all   "gifted"   people   train   this   way,
ho`A/ever,  I  know  that  if I  were  gifted  and  could win
with  less  yardage,  rd  probat>ly  do  it!  This  may  be  a
bit discouraging to some,  but here is where persistent
effort    at    perfecting    one.s    stroke    technique    and
dedicatlon to a sound training progra[n can  have great

pay  offs  and  enable  rmny  of  us  to  sometimes  beat
those who have greater abil]ty but who are unwilling
to  train  properly  or  upgrade  techniques.   Of  course
motor   ability  and   stroke   technique   are   complexly
interrelated and as  hard as someone may try  to  "feer
their  stroke,   a   deficiency   in   kinesthetic  sensitivity,

physical  proficiency,  and  reaction  time  may  provide
liritations on that individual's success at carving out
all optimally efficient stroke.  Still, improvements can

a!!±£ay§  be  made  and  one  can  tlioroughly  enjoy  the
challenges  and  rewards  of Masters  swimming a!±g]£
age   and   any   level.   The   bottom  line  here   is   that
concentration oa technique should be interwoven into
all   facets  of  our  trainung  program.   Recognition  of
factors affecting technique (size of the hand, length of
limbs, sex,  age,  strength, and temporal aspects of the
stroke)  is  critical  to  the  type  of training  we  need  lo
do or prescribe.

Effective Trainilng.  One helpful  idea for training
might be to assess  one's weaknesses and then devote
more  time  to  the  development  of those  areas.   I will
cite    a    real    ltfe    example    of    a    swimmer    who
experienced the results of woricing on a weak point in
1990-91.  A  female breaststroker developed a serious
thigh  injury  that  prevented  her  from  swimming  or
kicking   any   breaststroke   for   over   three   [nonths
(October  through  December).  This  woman's  stroke
was  very  kiclc  dominated  and  her  times  were  in  the
I:09  category  for  loo  yards  and  2:30  for  the  200

yards.  Unable  to  kick,  she  pulled,  and  pulled,  and
pulled and oulled breaststroke,  thus developing what
was previously a very weak armstroke.  She continued
to nurse the injury throughout the season,since it `i/as

prone to re-injury.  What was to come was a sulprise
to all.  She proceeded  to rum in hfetime best times  in
February   and   March.In   her   last   meet,   collegiate
nationals,  she  ended  up  going   1:05.7  for  the   100
breast and 2:23. 8 for the 200 breast!  Had she not ben
so injured, she,  her coach and others do not think she
would have  obtained  those times.  Perhaps  there  is  a
lot each of us could do  to provide such improvement
in  our  own  perfomances, but  it  is  like  finding  the
hidden picture `A/ithin the big picture and may require
a new/ perspective on  training and perfomance.

One such perspective might be the use of variable
practice schedules as  opposed to constant schedules.
This refers  to the organization of the practice on the
micro  leveLsuch  as  an  individual  s`Arim within a  set,
or a  set within the whole practice.  An  example  of a

• Talk is cheap because the supply js much greater than the   demand .
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ever, starts his hip rotation when  his arm

is   only   15°   below   the   surface   of   the

water or 6co%  Sooner than Swimmer A!
And   this   rotation   begins   just   as   B's

power Surge  in  his  hand  starts!  ln  other
words, Swimmer a  ls swimmlng wi'th  his
hips!  No wonder his peak power produc.

lion  is  242°/a  longer  than  Swimmer A's.

Tlie   hip   muscles   are   so   much   bigger

tlian  the triceps  that  they  can  generate
more  force  for  a  longer  periocl  without

tiring.   B's  power  comes  from  hls  hips,

through  his trunk,  and  down  the  arm  to
the hand. As a result, Swimmer A can on-
ly   do   the   50  (those  triceps   tiro   fast!),

while  Swimmer  a  is  equaHy  at  home  ln
the 50,loo and 200. Table C summarizes
the  differences  between  the  two  swim.
mers.

In  other  words,  if  you  wait  to  rotate

your   nips   untll   a/fer  your   insweep   i§
fi.nished,   you   wlll   only   be   able   to   use

Ten Of The Many Ways To Avoid
Losing

Since,  as  pressure  mounts,  there  is  such  a  tendency  to  avoid
losing,  I  thought  I  might  present  you  with  some  sure-fire,  and  not-

so-sure-fire,  ways  to  avoid  losing.  You,  in  turn,  might want  to  pass

them  on  to  your  athletes.

/        .   Don't  play.  Clearly  the  surest-fire  way  to  avoid  defeat.

2      .   Don`t  try.  !f you  don't  try,  you  might  not win.  But  you  can
always  say you  would  have won  if you  had  tried.

?    .  yer:ok;[nen::,mbejt' fy:: uc;:t,: I,I:s:r:::nt|fe y8oaum:otnh,: rseu :caened

in  totally wrecking  the  game,  but  at  least  succeed  in  taking

away  the  value  of the  contest,  people  will  be  less  likely  to

notice  whether you  won  or  lost;  and  if  by chance they do
notice,  they  probably won't care.

4   .   Create  problems.  This  is  one  way to  wreck the  game.  If
you  create  enough  of a  problem,  someone  might  stop  the
game.  At the  very  least,  if you  are  enough  of a  problem,
then  you  will  be  removed  from  the  game.  If you  are  not

playing,  you  can`t  lose.  And,  as  a  bonus,  you  get  to  say  that
you  would  have won  if you  had  been  permitted  to  stay  in
the game.
Don't  play the entire game.  If you  never  play the whole

game,  you  can  always  say you  would  have won  if vou  had

played.  And  if you  are  real  lucky,  the  game will  never get
completed.  Then  you  can't  lose.

6    .   Prearrange to  have an  excuse.  If you  miss practice, get
sick,  lose your equipment  or set  up  some other
unsurmountable  obstacle;  no  orie can  expect you  to win,
blame  you  for  losing  or think  less  of you  when  you  do.

7   .   De..emphasize the contest.  If this  particular game doesn't
really  count,  then  neither  does  losing  it.  You're  safe.  If you

don't care  about this  one,  you  can't  really  lose;  because  if

you  cared,  you  would  have  prepared  differently, tried
harder,  and  surely won.

`8     .   Keep  otriers  from  wjming.  The  least you  can  do  is  keep

q         others around  you  from  winning.  In  that way,  if you  don't

win,  you  won't look so  bad  in  contrast.  Drag others  down.
Put others  down.  Keep others down.  Do  all  you  can  to

prevent them  from  winning.
•   Play  the  nice  guy.  If you  are  nice  enough  no  one  will  tell

anyone  (including you)  that you  lost.  Then  you  never have

to  deal  with  it.
a  .  win.

Which  strategy should  you  teach  your team  to  go for?
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your  hips  to  power  the  outsweep,  if  at
all.   But   lf   you   start   your   hip   rotation

before your insweep, you will then be us.

ing   your   much   larger   hlp   muscles   to

power  your  arm  ancl  hand  through  the
water.    You    wnl    produce    significant
amounts   of   power   during   your   whole

stroke-not   just   the   second   half.   To
make  sure  you  are  using  your  hips   to

power your stroke, wo recommend start-
ing  your  hip  rotation  when  your  arm  is

just  15 a  below the  surface of the water!
Hopefully,  this analysis will  strengthen

in your mind the importance ir` analyzing

and  improving  the  performance  of  your

engine  before yc)u  even  look at your pro-

pellers   (hands   and    feet).   Unless   you
begin your hip  rotation  when your arm  is

15 a below horizontal, you canriot use the

power of yoiir hips  for the insweep. And

your  insweep  should  contribute  at  least
half  of  your  propulsive  stroke  power.   If

you  don't  begin  your hip  rotation  at  15°,

you  are  just  swimming  with  your  arms,
and you are just swimming  half a stroke.

Now  does  this  mean  you  are  slow?
Not   at   all.   Swimmer  A   ls   one   of   the

fastest  swimmers  in  the  United  States.
But it does mean you are swi.mming  way

below    your    potential.    Your   hips    ancl

trunk-your  blggest  muscles-are  just

going along for the ride. "Dead  meat" as
one of our §wlmmers  likes to say.

So   er`grave   the   numbers   6o°/|5o   in

your  memory.  Sixty  degrees  of  hip  rota-
tion, starting when your arm is 15 a below

the horizon.  Otherwise, your hip rotation

will  be  "too  little,  too  late."

ln  our  next  article.  we  wil'  show  you

how    to    achieve    60°/15°    with    your
"ertgine."   lt's   not   easy.   For   everyone

reading this article. it will mean the most

radical change in your stroke possible-
using  a  completely  new  and  unfamiliar

set  of  muscles.  But  the  result  is-mind,

boggling. You will feel that your stroke ls

turbo.charged,   while   you   will   feel   like

you are doing  less work!  So, tune in  next
time  and  we'll  show  you   how  you  can

ach ieve 6o a/1 5 ..

Incidentally,  for those  of you  who  ai.e

interested  in  improving  yc)ur  stroke  me-

chanics,  we  riow  have  stroke  analysts
who travel  throughout  the United States
working  with  indMduals and teams.  For
further  information,   call   lis   at   800-227-

6629.                                                          -

S0   MANY   REPEATS,

S0   LITTLE    TIME
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FREESTYLE

by Toin Lyndon
MAKING THE LEAST3o#TLLLf LS'|         i

-I                                      \             \_
which haughlin calls "staying out of
your own way as you move through
the water." "His swimmers spend a
lot of time trying to increase their
sensitivity to shaping their.bodies
for a c.lener ride.

"Swimliiers who are sensitive to

vessel shaping acquire a distinctive
skating motion in the freestyle
stroke.„  This (rolling) technique
might be compared to 'surfing' the
body on ever so subtle divergences
in water pressure and wave motion.
Boomer teaches this sensitivity
more with body positioning and
shaping than with hand patterns.
Put another way, think of the Ying
and Yang relationship with Ying
being the gains to be found from by
eliminating impediments to slipping.
through the water and Yang being
the things that produce force to
move you ahead.  Boomer calls the
Ying concept "eliminating" and the
Yang concept "creating"  (Do I hav€
traditional Ying and Yang
reversed?)

"What's it like to swim for Boomer?
'When they first come to school, I

ask them to swim down the pool as
lyrically as they can.  I don't time
them, but I watch how the water
flows over their body, how they use

If you want to get dead serious
about swimming fast, subscribe to
Swimining Technique.  You mary
need Statistics  101  as well as
chemistry and physiology courses
for some of the articles tha't take a
plunge into the deep end leaving m6
thoroughly puzzled.  Some sound
like they have the answer without
the scientific trappings but, to me,
seem to come up short in the
common sense category.  Still, a
few articles get through to me as
having some lodes of good ideas.

The University of Rochester has a
most unusual (iconoclastic?) coach
named Bill Boomer, who was
whtten up in the May-July 1989

isus]#9y8F:s¥e¥fug#;.]#gf#fr,
too).   "...his approach ...can be best
understood in light of his conviction
that the stopwatch...is too imprecise
an instrument for measuring the way
swimmers`perform."

"My (Boomer's) basic concept of

teaching swimming is shaping and
positionin'g the body to reduce
frontal resistance." There are three
speed components: strength and
conditioning, stroke technique, and
reducing frontal resistance.  He
refers to the last as "vessel shaping",
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Freestyle Speed

DrEwlng  A1

water by counting the number of frames.

A's  stroke  is 26  frames  long,  or 26/30ths
of a second, or about 5/6ths of a second.

The  first  seven  frames show  negative

propulsion.  This  means  that  7/26ths  or
27   percent   of  the  time  Swimmer  A  is

slowing  himself down!  Notice that he 1§

exerting  a  lot  of  force  during  this  time,

however.  He  is  working  hard,  but  he  ls

actually   slowing   hi.mself  down.  This   is

typical   of   this   type   of   swimmer-he
works  hard  early  on  in  his  stroke.  "Full

of sound  and  fury-signifying  nothing,"
as  Shakespeare  would  Say.

Next,  we  look  at   the  percentage  of
times  Swimmer  A  is  generating  propul-

sive  force  above 20  Newtons.  In  his  pro-
file,  it is only three frames or just  12 per-

Drawing A2

cent  of his  stroke!  Notlce also that this
swimmer  generates  a  maximum  propul-
§ive force of 48 Newtons, while his maxi-

mal   force  output   ls  a   phenomenal   70
Newtons.   Thl§   swimmer   does   indeed

thrash throughithe water-with riot a lot
to show for lt.  How does  he do  it?

Let's take  a  look  at  his right arm  and
hand  during  his stroke cycle. What  ls he

doing to produce so much force (48 New-

tons)  for so  little time (12°/a)  and  so  late

(last  1/5th)  of  the stroke  cycle?
Take a look at drawing At. It shows tlis

right arm  at frame 22 ot his stroke cycle.
He  is swlmmlng from  left to right across
the  page.  Like  most  elite swimmers,  his

torearm  is  internally  rotated  so  that  his

palm   faces   outward.   The   circular   line

Advice is seldom  welcome.  Those Who need it_mso.S#j!k°,8th/£=3t*

traces  the  path  of  his  middle  finger  tip

throiighout  the  water.  Each  dot  on  the
line  lndlcatos  the  position  ot  his  finger

at each  1/30th of a second. Frame 22, as

you  can  see  from  graph  A,  ls  the  begin-
r`lng  c>f Swlmmor A's  power surge.

IllustraLtlon   A2   Shows   frame   24-or

1/15th  of  a  second  later  (an  eyebllnk  is

1/25th   of   a   secor`d,   for   comparison).

What  has  happened  durlng  this  time  to

account  for the  ineffectual  explosi`on  c)f

force  by Swimmer A?
First,  you  should  know  that  A started

his  hip  rotation  at  frame  18. As  you  can

see on graph A, his hand force drops off
at this point. Obviously, rotating  his hips

only interferes with  his  hands!

So what else is  happening?

Well, as you can see, there /.s a change

in  his  arm  and  forearm  angles.  His  arm

changes  from   155®  to  168°   in   relation-

ship  to  his  trunk,  or  1.3°  in  total.  Not  a

particularly   great   change,    since   the
average  change  in  degrees  per  frame  is

7.  Since  we  change  the  relationship  to

the body by using our shoulder muscles,

chances  are  good  this  swimmer  ls  riot
using  his  shoulder  muscles  to  produce

his  propul§lon.

But look at hls forearm. Between  frame

22 and 24, the elbow opens from  12oa to

145®,  or  25°  in  just  1/15th  of  a  second.

This  j-s  a  significant  change  since  the
forearm  was  held  at  goo  to  the  arm  dur-

ing insweep. Since thls ls the only signif.

icant  change  to  occur during  frames  22

through 24,  we can  safely conclude that
Swimmer  A  produces  his  propulsion  by

snapping open his elbow at the back end
of his stroke. What muscles do you  use
for this? The  answer is the triceps.  This

swimmer ls swimming witli  his triceps!

Now  let's  take  a  look  at Swimmer  a,
another   collegiate   level    freestyler.

Again, we are looking at the force output

of  his  right  hand.  Spend  a  few  minutes

looking   at  graph   B-there   is   a   lot  to
learn  here.

As you can see, Swimmer B's stroke js
34  frames  long  or 34/30ths of a second,
31   percent  longer  than  Swimmer  A.  As

you   know,   the   longer  your  stroke,   the
faster you can swim.

Negative  propulsion  for Swimmer a  is

10   frames   or   lo/34ths   or  29°/a   of   his
stroke,  about  2  percent  longer  than  A's
27%.  Obviolisly  all  swimmers,  good  or

EXCUSE   YOURSELF   IS
ACCUSE   YOURSELF.
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Drawlng  81

bad,   could   Improve  their  speed  by  Im-

proving   their  front-end   performance.  (I
believe  this  can  be  done  by  doing  less

work,  not  more.  But  that  ls  a  subject  for

another article.)

When    we    look   at   proplilsive   force

above 20  Newtons, we see an enormous
difference  between  the  two  swlmmer§.

Frames 20 to 25 (insweep) and 28 through
33  (outsweep)  are  all  above  20  Newtons

for Swimmer a. This is a total of 10/30ths

of  a  second  or 29°/o  of  B's  Stroke  cycle.

This  compares  to  A'§   over  20   Newton

percentage   o(   only   12%.   B's   over   20
Newton    percentage    is   242°/a    greate/
than  Swimmer A's!  ln  terms  of  absolute

time it is 300% greater! Can this guy pro-

duce  power!   Notice  also  how  Swimmer

;\ustrali.1n     +\irlines     is     {i
L``ponsoI.  Of  L\1aslel..``  s`\`'ilnming
in  Alistnilia.   Use Ausmlian  Airline.s

;:,!gL:hid;ilciT,;!h:u::iitos,:::i:;:sci!,::e;o:I::¥:1:,;

Drawing  82

B's   total   force   production   and   propul-
sion   force   are  almc>st   identical   during

this power production  part ot his stroke.
This   indicates  that  he  is  very  Offlcient

during   his   stroke.   Swimmer   a   ls   botli

powerful  and  efflcient!
So, what ls Swimmer B's secret? ls he

using   his  shoulder  muscles  Instead  of

his   triceps?   ls  this  why  tie   ls   so   effi.

clent?  Let's see.
Illustration  8'  shows  the  right  arm  at

frame  16,  the  beginning  of  his  first  and

largest    power   surge.    IHustratlon    82

shows  liis  arm  at  frame 23, the  point of
his maximum power outpiit for his entire

stroke. As you can see, his arm changes
from   15°   to   85.   in   relatlon§hlp   to   his

trunk,  a change of 70 .,  or 10 . per frame.
Is this why he produces so much power?

The   aiiswer   has   to   be   yes,   for   A
changes his arm by 10. between  frames
5 through  15 (or 1  percent per frame) dur-

ing which  his power output i§ very §mall.

Perhaps,  you  say,  he  i§  very  strong  in

this  particular  range.  In  fact,  this  swi.in-

mer  is   measurably  weaker  than   Swim-
mer  A  as  far  as  strength  in  the  arm  is
concerned.

Perhaps   his   hand   pitch   is   different,

you  say.  Actually,  they  are  very  similar.
So what  ls lt? What  is  B's Secret?

B's secret is the secret to faster swim-

ming  tor  every  swimmer.  It  is  the  way

that you can make use of that big engine

you've  been  dragging through the water.
The   difference   between   Swimmer  A

and Swimmer a ls that Swimmer a starts
his hlp rotation  much  earlier in  his stroke

cycle than Swimmer A. Swimmer A starts

his  hip  rotation  at  frame  18, or about 70

percent of the way througll  his stroke cy-
cle. Swimmer a, on the other hand, starts

A/.s  hip   rotation   at  frame  16,  when   his

hand   is   only   47   percent   through   his

stroke cycle.
But  if  you  look  at  the  position  of  the

arm at the beginning of hip rotation, you

can  see  an  even   more  dramatic  differ-
ence between Swimmers A and a. Swim-

mer A starts his  hip rotation at the same

place  most  good  swimmei.s  do-when
the arm is at 90 a to the trunk. Poor swim-

mers  do  it  even  later!  Swimmer  8,  how-

Stroke Variablo
Stroke  Length  (1/30ths  of  a  second)
Frames  Negative  Propulsion  (1/30th  second)
Percentage  Negative  Propulsion
Frames  over 20  Newtons
Percentage of 20  Newtc)n  Plus  Propulsion
Arm  angle  at  Inception  at  Hip  Flotation
Over 20  Newtons on  lnsweep?
Over 20  Newtons on  Outsweep?

Swlmmor A  Swlmmor a

Table  C
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F.reestyleThe Secret to
Speed

©  1989  By  Bob  Prichard,  Director Somax Posture & Sports

(REPRINTED   FROM   "SWIM"   RAGAZINE   SEPT-Oci   1989)

In  our  last  article,  we  presented  arevolutionary   new   analysis   of   the

freestyle   stroke.   In   today's   article,   we

c9ntinue    our    analysis-sharing    with

.what  we  consider the single  greatest  in-
Bight     into    freestyle    swimming     since

:ounsilman's   discovery   of   lift   propul-

sion  in  swimming.

In   the   "old   days,"   swimmers   were

taught  to  put  their  hand  into  the  water

and pt/// their  liand  back, pus fr/.ng  water

back  so   they  could   propel   themselves

forward. Actually, the "old" days are still

with   us.   During   my  workout   the   other

day,  I  watched  in  amazement  as  a  well-

intentioned  yourig  man  taught  a  group
of small  children  to  swim  by  pulling  and

pushing.   I   wondered   if  he  realized   the
life-long  bad   habits  he  was  instining  in

those   kids!   lf  we   had   applied  our  me-

ohan/.ca/  discoveri.es   as   readily   a§   we

have    applied    our    A/.omechan/.ca/    dis-

coveries,    we    would    still    be    traveling

around    by    horse    and    paddle    wheel

teamer.
Our young instructor was teaching  his

lllustratlon  1

le  virho  can master the
of how the bod\'  i.elates

who feel most

Bob  Prichard

charges   to   swim   like   a   paddle   wheel

steamer   (illustration    1)-dipping    their

hands (paddles)  into the water and pu//-

ing  ancl pushing the water baick.
Of course we don't use paddle wheels

any   more-they   are   slow   and   ineff i-
cient-just  like  the  swimmers  who  imi-

tate them. Once man discovered the pro-

peller was  faster than  the  paddle wheel,
everybody   changed   over   to   the    new
design  (illllstration  2).

Years ago, Counsilman discovered that

great  swimmers  swim  more   like  a  pro-

peller-sou///'ng   the   water   at   oblique
angles  to  the  direction  of  travel  of  their

bodies.  One  can  only hope  that  the day
will   Come  when   children  are  taught  to

propel   rather  than   to   paddle.   Counsil-
mar`  made his discovery  by stiidying the
hand   pitch   of  :wimmers   under  water.
Unfortunately,  he  set  a  precedent  that

Senso erience
ace Seem to be the ones

ionatelv about their s
-Janel  El!--Lagolirgue` (Jlyxpic diu[ag coacl.

\\'
every  other  biomechanist  has  followec!
slavishly-to  the  point  where  scientists
ancl  swimmers  alike  concentrate  almost

exclusively  on  the  hands.

As  we  pointed  out  ln  our  last  article,

boat  owners  are  not  as  slow  as  swim-

mers and scientists. If they war\t a faster

boat,  they  just  piit  in  a  bigger  engine.

They don't  spend  endless  hours concer`-

trating  on  propeller pitch  and  desigr`.

We   could   do   well   to    imitate    boat

owr`ers   if  we  want   to   go   faster-just
drop  in  a  bigger  engine. The  truth  is,  we

all  have  a  bigger  engine.  We  just  don't

ilse  it  because  we  don't  know  that  we

have  it.

Some have tried to get a bigger engine

by   bu"ding   up   the   shoulder   and   arm

muscles by iising paddles, swim benches
and   weights.   The   terrible   thing   about

these  devices  is  that  they  do  wo/A./  By

successfuHy    increasing    swim    speed,

they  only   further  draw   atter`tion   away

f ron the biggest engine of all-the mus-
cles  of  the  hips  and  trunk (illustration 3).

T

=#tnuetLch¥nidr
ne^c+    Lss(j€.`  NcnennlaQ+r lsT.
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lllustratlon  4
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The Carboh\'drate
Connecti.on

The latest research suggests that car.Do-
hydrate "backloading"  may  be  more  ef-
fective than carbo-loading, since starch-
es taken in after intense exercise may be
better absc)rbed  by the  body than  those
eaten ahead of time. "The boc]y seems to
absorb  carbohydrates  more  efficiently
within   the   first   half   hour   after  exercise
than it does later on," says Judy Nelson,
a nutritionist at the U.S.  Olympic Training
Center in Colorado Springs, CO.  Even for
the  average  fitness   buff,  then.   the  time
that's most helpful to eat a piecfj of friiit or
to c;onsume a few rice cakes may be a/tor
aerc)bics class,  not  before.

As you can  see, the muscles of the hips

and trunk are much  bigger than the mus.

cle§ of the arms and shoulders. Blgger-
and  as  a  result-mllch  stronger,  Three
times stronger,  in  fact. Ask a boat own€

I.f  he  could  go  faster with  a  new  prop  a

an   engine   three   times   mctre   powerful

and    he    will    always    pick    the    bigger

engine. The  reason why swimmers don't

think the same way ls because everyone
has   been   concentrating   exclusively  on
the  hands  and  arms  (propellers),   ignor-

ing  the  big  engine  (hips).

In  our  last  article,  we  started  to  mea-

sure the  role of tlle  hips  in Swimming  by

measuring   the  degree  of  rotation.   We
found  that  elite  swimmers  rotate  a  f ull

60  degrees  to  each  side  (illustration  4)

during    their    freestyle,     regardless    of

whether tney are sprinters such  as  Matt

Blondi  or  distance  swimmers  like  Janet

Evans.

Today, we are going to further measure
the use of the hips ln  swimming  by corr

paring    the   stroke    mechanics    of   twi
swimmers.  By  examining  the  propulsivt=

force generated by these two swimmers'
hands,    we    will    share    Witll    you    the

greatest   discovery   I.n   swimming   since
Counsilman's  propeller  insight.

Graph  A  shows  the  amount  of  force

(dotted  line)  and  propulsive  force  (solid
line)   generated    by    the    right    hand   of

Swimmer   A.   Let's   spend   a   little   t.ime

looking   at  this  graph-it  lia§   a  lot  to
show  us.

These measurements were made with
the   use   of   iinderwater  videotape.   The
modern   video   recorder   is   a   wonderf ul

measuring  device.  Since  each  frame  is
1/30th  of a second, we can measure the
time   Swimmer  A   has   his   hand   in   the

UNLESS   MY   LUNGS   BURN   AND   I   CAN   HARDLY   DRAG   MYSELF   FROM   THE   POOL,    I   KNOW   I   HAVE
NOT   HAD   A   WORKOUT.           (HURRAY   ROSE)
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At   a   recent   conference   on   Physical   Activity,    Fitness   and   Health
(Toronto,   May   1992)  ,   Dr.   Larry  Wolfe   presented   some     more   precise
guidelines   for  exercise   intensity  quring  pregnancy.     A  summary  is
given   below.

(1)      Make   sure   swimmers   are   healthy.

(2)      Most  healthy,   normal  'women  can   exercise   safely  up   to
heartrate  of   140  beats   per  minute.

(3)      They  can   exercise   up   to   25   minutes.

(4)      Heart   Rates   Suggestions:

AGE                       EXERCISE   HEART   RATE

Less   than     20
20-29
30-39

Over        40

(5)      Use   the   Dora   Scale  of   perceived   exertion   (as   listed)
Should   be   in   the   range   of   12   -14,   i.e.   ask   the   swimmer
to  rate  how  hard   they  f ind  the  swilnming  at   the  greatest
ef fort .

Further    Reference:       White    7,     ''Swimming   for   Two"       The    Physician
and   Sportsmedicine   Vol.    20,    no.    5,   May   1992.

REMEMBER:    Be    prudent    and   keep    to    the   of ficially    recommended
guidelines .

THERE   Is   ONLy   ONE   THING   Is   THE  WORLD   WORSE   THAN   BEING   TALKED   ABOur   AND   THls   Is
NOT   BEING   TALKED   ABour..       (OscAR   wlLI]E)  ,

EAT   A   LIVE   TOAD   THE   FIRST   THING   IN   THE   MORNING,    AND   NOTHING   WORSE   WILL   HAPPEN
T0   YOU   THE   REST   0F   THE   DAY!



SWI"ING   AND   CH01.ESTEROL   RATIOS

This  is  a  story  for  those  who  keep  a  close  watch  on  their  Cholesterol

High  cholesterol  levels  are  a  known  danger  sign  and  raise  the  likelihood
of  Coronary  Heart  Disease.     However,   doctors  tell  us  that  there  are          ``                    `
three  types  of  Cholesterol  LI)L   (low  density  lipids),   VLDL   (Very  low  density  lipids}  and
HDL   (high  density  lipids)   and  that  the  amount  of  HDL  is  a  very  important  measurement.
In  simple  terms  it  is  bad  if  your  cholesterol  is  too  high  in  the  LDLs  and  too  low  in  the
HDLs .

This  is  usually  expressed  in  an  ''HDL  fraction"  i.e.   a  fraction  of  total  cho-1esterol  and
ideally  it  should  tie  above  0.9.     The  desired  fractions  for  the  two  low  density  lipids
are   LDL     4:0   and  VLI)L     0.5.

Now  as  all  cholesterol  Vat.chers  know  well  it  is  very  hard  to  lceep  the  total  cholestero.:
down  (it  should  t)e  below  5.5).     Here  is  the  good  news.     Regular  exercise  \/ill  keep  the
HDL  fraction  up  and  exercise  does  not  need  to  be  very  vigorous.

An  AUSSI  member  who  has  Coronary  Heart  Disease  and   is  now  recovering   from  a  bypass
operation  found  that  his  HDL  fraction  was  down  to   .45  in  July  1990   (it  should  have  been
above   .9).     He  started  swimming  again  in  November   1990  and  has  slowly  increase   the  work
done  each  session  up  to  around   2.5  to  3K.     All  of  this  is  done  with  flippers  on  and  at
a  very  slow  rate  keeping  the  heart  rate  down  to  around   120  to  130  BPM.

The  result  was  that.  in  a  test  in  January   1992  his  HDL  fraction  was  ul)  to  1.1  which  is  a
very  good  result.

This  indicates  that  the  regular  low  intensity  exert.ise  of  AUSSI  swimming  not  only
improves  muscle  tone  and  aerobic  fitness  it  also  helps  to  get  the  HDL  fraction  up  where
it  should  be.

Exercise  really  is  good  for  you  in  more  ways  than  one.     There  are  people  in  AUSSI  who
swim  for  reasons  other  than  improving  their  times  and  winning  gold'medals.     Some  al.e
swirmin to  stay  alive.

?

"                   11                ListEN gtrzf?, ace youvE Been
'JJ'''I. : 'l,J,. Zzl N'5`ldH|mrp|/..;i,  &     \+`.ioFz!esriii^+`:±±±±£si
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Cont.   from  Page   4
Banned    substances    are
contained     in     mediciries
which  may be  prescribed  by
doctors,  but  can  be found  in
over          the          counter
preparati6ns  which  can  be
purchased      without      a

gLepsecrrLp;iorkne:tapharmacyor

lf you  have  any doubt  about
what you  are taking then  ask
your doctor.

If    he   is    unsure    you   carl
contact:
Dr  Spinks  (043)  282811
0F(
the   Drugs   in   Sport   Hotline
008  020506

Dr Bussell Spinks
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The  club  is  run  by  a  volunteer  committee,   and  it  is  peo|)1e  like  Mary-Jane  Smith,
John  Smerdon  and  Cathy  MCNamara  who  do  a  fantastic  job   doing  ].ust  about   everything.

Our  swimmers  are  very  active  on  the  carnival  scene,   espec.ially  in  open  water  swims.-  E  Wahoos  have  won  the  Sunshine  Coast  challenge  relay  and  the  Robina  Lake  swim  for

a  past  three  years.     Our  own  Wahoo  carnival  is  a  major  date  on  the  swimming  calendar
._1  we  have  never  let  the  Sheffield  Shield  for  that  carnival  out  of  our  hands.     Wahoo!!

THE COACH

This  is  my  second  season  as  the  club  first  "official"  c.oac.h,   and  this  is  my  first
•H        coaching  position.     I  was  only  19  when  I  started,   so  I  was  the  only  one  not  eligil)le   to

join  masters  swimming.     I  originally  started  just  to  work  with  the  beginners  in  lane  1
with  stroke  c.orrection,   but  things  have  taken  off  from  there  and  I  now  coach  the  whole
squad.     I  am  a  full-time  uni  student  and  an  even  more  full-time  modern  pentathlete.

THE   TRAI}JliTG

The  Wahoos  train  all  year  round,   at  the  uni  pool  in  surmner  and  at  the  Valley  pool  in
winter®     Three  sessions  a  week  are  offered   :   Monday  and  Wednesday  evenings  from  6.30  PM
and  Saturday  morning  from  8.00  AM.     The  training  sessions  are  well  attended,.with  around
40  -50  people  there  each  session.     We  have  four  lanes  graded  according  to  ability,  with
the  swilrmers  in  lane  one  swimming  around  1000In  a  session  up  to  the  lane  four  demons  who

rer   around   3500m.

`{            a  club  caters  for  the  widest  I)ossible  range  of  abilities  and  motives,   from  the  purely
social  swimmer  who  needs  a  chat  after  each  lap  to  triathletes  to  highly  competitive
masters   swimmers.

I

The  training  is  based  on  a  yearly  cycle,  beginning  with  a  preparation  phase  of
technique  work  in  May.     From  June  to  August  the  emphasis  is  on  building  enduranc.e  and
aerobic  swimming.     September  to  November  is  the  "specialty"  phase  focusing  on  intense,
quality  swimming.     Then  Decelnber  to  March  is  the  "colnpetition"  phase,   building  up  to
several  big  carnivals.

My  Tnain  aim  with  the  workouts  is  variety,   swimlning  has  got  to  1)e  fun  so  we  use  all  the
strokes,   drills  and  kic.ks  to  mix  it  up  as  much  as  possible.     I  put  a  big  emphasis  on  body
position  and  technique,   so  we  do  a  lot  of  drills  and  kicking  without  a  board  (which  they
hate!).     For  sore  reason  they  love  using  pull  buoys,  so  we  do  quite  a  bit  of  pull  work
as  well.

I  think  most  masters  prograllmes  are  very  lacking  in  speedwork,   they  tend  to  go  to  the
pool  and  plod  up  and  doun  at  the  same  pace  for  20  1a|)s  and  go  home.     And  .then  when  it
comes  times  to  race,   t:heir  bodies  do  not  know  how  to  swim  fast.     So  we  do  quite  a  lot  of

£€    8:r::: I::: 'M::::yL::Se::hr:::tfe::e£:v:a:hc:::::::i::g£:?e:i:: :g::: ;Sdi::e::::n::::s  to
get  used  to  racing  and  record  times.     To  see  your  times  improving  is  a  great  source  of
motivation .
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Saturdays  are  always   very  casual,   we  write   the  session   u`p   on  a   I)ciard  and   everyone  works
through  it  in  their  own  time  and  then  lounges  around  by   the  pool  for   the  morning,   reading
the  papers  and  catching  up  on  the  gossip.„

THE   SOCIALS

::::t::r=m:::::::i::~s:h,evy:::.`:-g:;:i::sn::em::=b::)o:h:f:::bt=:`L:±T=[:.:#,:.¥+:n:v:::n:
-                       _-:   -------  `-

i-_       .'L_J.I_     ____      I___     __-..1`-__      _1.              1

ther.e
wild ` .
Other,
Wah6o
training,   tat's   race   day   arifl`-muc-b.mdcli 7mc`re.

This  all  adds  u'p  to  a..great  group  of  pg`ople  enjoying  a  healthy  lifestyle  an.a  having  a
fantastic  time  doing  ±t.    Training  is  sc}hi.uch  easier  if  it
and  that  is  what'  the  Wahoos  have  created,..: . The  one  thing  we
we   en.joy.s#irming.                                                           I

PREGNALNCY   £ iwlrmlNG

Paul  Christensen

is   done   in ....a`i fun.`..a.€mosphere ,
all  have  ifi`J c.ormon  is  that

The    chang.'&<^+'|:i.h~a.ttitude  i!towards    women    training    throughou3i
pregnanby  P`uts  ,extfL.a   responsibility  Qn   the  coach.

-         -i.+.t.|'.

There`ar'e   gqaid6lines   put   out   by   the   American   College   of    Sports
Med i cine :'  ....,..

'..Gti.iae   f or   Exercise   Tes.€ia.`fi#i  and   Prescription"

+:  :.   ;?t.                              (Lea,I  a   :Feb`i`der,1991)

Briefly   they  s'ts-atel;       (p.182)
--..,.,,:.

(1).   .tfie   appro.priate..r.£±3;ed.ueicy`.g.i   exercise   i3`
I.      3`   -5    times    per:`f{,i.,e.§.ir..

•.       fu'                           -`            `                 ..`1.

(2)      .Dtlr.¥:.fign   of  `15   -,30   minutes   are   usually
w e I ,i` .f. t 0 1 e r a t e d

{3.I      It   is   important   to   avoid   exposing   the   foetus
-      `-to'-prolonged   hypoxic  or   thGrmal   stresses,    -•-.. ther.efore  larger  duratioil  exercise  is  not

recommended.             I
`c=E`i

t4,     £2ga5g::s]€:e¥€3t¥e5::a;:rr::=Lt:f  a:p:o%gE.:ng

Scale   of   12   or   14.     ..

They   list   contraindications      for  Lexercise   and   .the   signs   and
sympt.oms   to   discontinue.

',`

These   guidelines   apply   only   to,  riornial   healthy  women.

~.  `+    ,.   .;..(REPRlprED   moM  THE   wA   COACHING   NEvi-sLETI'ER,   .jijLy   1992)
`,-i.,-..1

.T`r  +   ,I..:.-

i+; :`,I..Qp:=hRE  riot  0.ir``ul.TIL  IT  TAREs   you
•`. ` 5¥:EER.!3.PEiE;T¥HgE€NA::ER9ES  T°

dl..-....`

AGE,  ' GENNING,    DECEIT   ANI)
TREACHERY   CAN   DEFEAT
Your  AND   SKILL.

:t.intREALlsTlc   --DEMAND„ THE   IMpOsslBLE !
+J'


